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Abstract: Consumerism plays an important role in the 

development of society, and consumption can be a driving force to 

shift society into a sustainable future.  This paper defines ethical 

consumers and the restaurant industry as the research field, after 

analysing the current reality of restaurant industry, and the existing 

tools for ethical consumers to make their purchasing decision, we 

bridge the gaps by creating an ideal eco-labelling process for the 

restaurant industry. Eco-Etiquette is our ideal sustainable tool to 

better inform ethical consumers in their purchasing decisions. This 

paper also discusses other ways to assist ethical consumers, and 

identify some aspects for further research. 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The link between consumerism and the environment is intrinsic and 

becoming very worrisome. Many disasters in our natural environment such 

as over-harvesting, deforestation, and global warming are fueled by 

rampant consumerism. With disposable income on the rise, so is 

consumerism; consumption levels are depleting our natural resources and 

reducing our ability to meet our future needs.   

This paper is intended to find a strategic approach for ethical consumers to 

assist in shifting the restaurant industry towards a sustainable future. We 

define our system as the restaurant industry within society within the 

biosphere. 

Based on a systems focus, we envision what a sustainable restaurant would 

look like and identify how restaurants could become a leader for change in 

this industry. While considering the barriers, we will make 

recommendations on how to bridge this gap by using the Framework for 

Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) together with industry expert 

opinions, research, personal experience and other methods. We believe that 

both society and organizations within the restaurant industry will benefit 

from adopting a strategic approach to moving towards sustainability. 

According to our research, it is evident that ethical consumers have the 

power to influence a shift in how the industry operates. Because these 

consumers have an awareness and concern of today‟s sustainability issues, 

they take initiative by voting with their dollars to send a message to the 

market. By acknowledging the role of ethical consumers, and analysing 

their decision model, we found that most purchasing decisions are made 

based on external factors such as eco-labels. 

We analysed existing eco-labels within the restaurant industry in Canada 
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and the United States, and determined there to be some gaps when 

considering a whole systems approach to sustainability. We decided to 

assist in bridging these gaps by creating our own idea of what an ideal tool 

for the labelling process would encompass. We named this tool 

Eco-Etiquette. Eco-Etiquette is based on a strategic approach to 

sustainability, which helps to identify the sustainability risks of restaurants, 

and provides strategic information for sustainable certification. Ethical 

consumers can easily identify restaurants that are moving towards 

sustainability through the visibility and awareness that an eco-label would 

provide. 

Based on the above findings, we will discuss the labelling process and what 

an ideal tool for restaurants would include.  Once a restaurant is identified 

as being committed and making progress towards sustainability, ethical 

consumers will see the worth in spending their money on such a business. 

Conceptual frameworks used in this paper, together with individual 

experience, literature review, the identification of the current reality of 

restaurant industry and analysis of the existing tools prove that the current 

restaurant industry is not operating in a sustainable fashion.  We determine 

that ethical consumers can have a strong influence in shifting an industry in 

the right direction by making purchasing decisions based on eco-labelled 

products and services. The result of our analysis is that few tools in the 

eco-labelling processes exist in the restaurant industry, and none take all 

aspects of sustainability into consideration.  

Acknowledging the gaps and blind spots, we apply the FSSD to define the 

sustainable future of the restaurant industry. By applying the four 

sustainability principles included within the FSSD, a restaurant committed 

to a strategic movement towards sustainability is one that aims to: 

1…. eliminate its contribution to systematic increase in concentrations of 

substances from the Earth‟s crust; 

2.…eliminate its contribution to systematic increase in concentrations of 

substances by society; 
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3.…eliminate its contribution to systematic physical degradation of nature, 

and 

4…. eliminate its contribution to the systematic undermining of humans‟ 

ability to meet their needs worldwide. (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000, Ny et al. 

2006) 

After building the structure of Eco-Etiquette, we sent it to several 

professionals from different backgrounds: peer groups, sustainability 

experts and experts in the restaurant industry. Based on the feedback and 

useful comments as well as the analysis of Eco-Etiquette, we were able to 

enhance Eco-Etiquette in order to make it more concrete and applicable 

towards a sustainable restaurant industry.  

Discussion 

According to the results stated above, the purpose of this research is to 

serve as the basis for further research.  We identify several advantages and 

disadvantages when compared with other research.  

We look at the labelling process for an ideal tool in the restaurant industry, 

and, discuss how a restaurant can take part in this process and how it can be 

used to better inform ethical consumers.  The purpose of Eco-Etiquette is 

not only to create an ideal eco-label for restaurants, but also to encourage 

education, participation, and cooperation within the restaurant industry. 

Upon completion of our research and findings we were able to identify 

several areas for further research: 

 Extend the geographic research region 

 Create a handbook to inform ethical consumers and restaurant industry 

 Enhance Eco-Etiquette 

 Research on animal welfare within FSSD 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the restaurant industry has an increasing impact on the 
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development of society today.  However, it is also one of the main 

contributors to environmental degradation, pollution, societal issues, etc. 

Based on our findings, it appears that ethical consumers have an acute 

awareness of sustainability issues, and the power to shift the market. The 

main strategy discussed in this paper for consumers to successfully achieve 

this shift is to provide an eco-label that identifies a restaurant as 

contributing to the environment and society in a positive way.  When 

putting the whole industry within the constraints of the sustainability 

principles and identify the gaps of existing tools, we come up with 

Eco-Etiquette to bridge this gap as an example of the ideal tool to enhance 

ethical consumer‟s decision making model.  
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Glossary 

A B C D Methodology: A strategic tool for backcasting from Basic 

Principles of Sustainability where: (A) refers to the understanding of the 

system and how to apply backcasting from Sustainability Principles; (B) 

refers to listing the current practices and/or situation (present or absent) 

with reference to the four Sustainability Principles; (C) refers to the 

creation of a vision of success based on complying with the Sustainability 

Principles, and then brainstorming solutions to move from the current 

situation to the desired future; and (D) refers to prioritizing concrete actions 

chosen strategically to move from the current situation to the desired future. 

Backcasting: As opposed to common forecasting methods, backcasting is a 

planning approach in which the envisioned successful future is the point of 

departure and the understanding of the current reality is analyzed to 

understand „the gap‟ which remains between the current reality and the 

achievement of the successful envisioned future. 

Causal Loop Diagram (CLD): A diagram which maps out the structure and 

feedback of a system in order to understand its feedback mechanisms. 

CLDs are used to understand how a behavior has been manifesting itself in 

a system so we can develop strategies to work with or counteract the 

behavior (Haraldsson 2004, 20) 

Deming Cycle: PDCA ("Plan-Do-Check-Act") is an iterative four-step 

problem-solving process typically used in quality control. It is also known 

as the PDCA, Shewhart cycle, Deming Wheel, or Plan-Do-Study-Act. 

Ethical Consumer: Those consumers who considers environmental, animal 

and ethical issues, when shopping; this term is now widely used when 

referring to such consumer groups (Mintel 1994, 6). 

Ethical Consumerism: A growing trend and a major driver of a diverse 

range of ethical approaches to how organizations operate and perform. 

(Mintel 1994, 10) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_control
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_A._Shewhart
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Five Level Framework: A generic framework for planning within, and the 

understanding of, complex systems. The five levels are: 1.) The System; 2.) 

Success; 3.) Strategic Guidelines; 4.) Actions; and 5.) Tools. 

 

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): is used in this 

thesis to refer to the five-level framework that has been adopted specifically 

for the system “Society within Biosphere” and Sustainable Development of 

that system. 

Green Restaurant Association: Is a national environmental organization 

founded in 1990.  Helps restaurants and their customers become more 

environmentally sustainable in ways that are convenient and cost-effective. 

Green Table Network (GTN): The GTN is a Vancouver-based social 

enterprise which has experienced foodservice professionals building an 

independent, enterprising non-profit network which fosters sustainability. 

Human Needs: Refers to fundamental Human Need (Subsistence, 

Protection, Affection, Understanding, Participation, Idleness, Creation, 

Identity, and Freedom) elaborated by Chilean economist Manfred 

(Max-Neef 1991) 

Sustainability: To meet the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Sustainability is the 

result of having sustainable policies and processes, and aligning them so 

that goals in one area are not compromised in favor of those in another. 

Sustainability Principles: Refer to basic principles for socio-ecological 

sustainability derived by scientific consensus to define the minimum 

requirements of a sustainable society. The principles are derived from basic 

laws of science and have been published and peer-reviewed by the 

international scientific community. 

System Analysis: is about discovering organizational structures in systems 

and creating insights into the organization of causalities. (Haraldsson 2004, 

5) 
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Systems Thinking: A science that deals with the organization of logic and 

integration of disciplines for understanding patterns and relations of 

complex problems. It is based on understanding connections and relations 

between seemingly isolated things (Haraldsson 2004, 4) 

The Natural Step: An international non-government organization (NGO) of 

Swedish origin which developed and promotes a Framework for Strategic 

Sustainable Development (FSSD), which is also known as the TNS 

Framework for strategic planning towards sustainability. 

Thimmakka: Thimmakka‟s Resources for Environmental Education is a 

grassroots environmental non-profit and a full service environmental 

agency toward greening restaurants. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the readers of the concepts of 

consumerism, its impact on society and relationship with sustainable 

development. After identifying the purpose, scope and limitations of this 

research, the primary research question is presented: How can a strategic 

approach to sustainability be used in the restaurant industry for ethical 

consumers to assist in moving towards a sustainable society? In order to 

answer that question, several secondary questions are proposed. 

1.1 Consumerism  

By acknowledging the role of consumerism in both environmental 

sustainability and social development, this paper identifies ethical 

consumers as its research scope. After discussing the decision models of 

ethical consumers, the challenges that follow are presented. 

1.1.1 Consumerism and the Environment 

In today‟s rapidly changing environment it‟s becoming apparent that many 

disasters in our natural environment are directly related to consumerism.  

Consumption levels are depleting our natural resources and reducing our 

ability to meet our future needs.  Disposable income is on the rise and with 

that consumption.  During 1990-2003 the annual average household 

consumption has risen in China by 8.5%, in the U.S. by 3.7%, in the U.K. 

by 3.1% and in Canada by 2.8%. Obviously this pattern does not hold true 

for all households in the world. Some consumers in certain countries are 

poverty stricken and live on necessities. When looking at some 

undeveloped countries, we see that the pattern continues. Ethiopia shows an 

average household consumption growth of 5.1%, Estonia 2.5% and Nigeria 

2.7% (The World Bank 2005). “If these trends continue, not redistributing 

from high-income to low-income consumers, not shifting from polluting to 
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cleaner goods and production technologies, not promoting goods that 

empower poor producers, not shifting priority from consumption for 

conspicuous display to meeting basic needs, today‟s problems of 

consumption and human development will worsen” (Shah 2008). Whether 

we are looking at Canada, China, or Ethiopia consumerism is one of the 

main drivers that contribute to un-sustainability due to increased 

transportation, packaging materials (not always recycled), and the amount 

of disposable products that contribute to filling landfills. 

1.1.2 Ethical Consumerism 

In response to this growth, a new form of consumerism has arisen – ethical 

consumerism. There are some people that not only consider the price and 

quality of their purchases, but also where it came from, its environmental 

impact, workers‟ rights and if animals were mistreated or neglected.  

Ethical consumers hope that their purchases can be more meaningful, and 

may also make ethical consumption choices because ethical issues have 

become an important part of their self-identity (Shaw et al. 2000, 879-894). 

Ethical consumers make their purchasing decision based on their ethical 

obligation (Shaw et al. 2001, 1485-1498). Moreover, purchases are a 

subjective behavior that reflect people‟s philosophy and depend on personal 

value, so it‟s common that they make ethical decisions according to their 

personal beliefs about what is right or wrong (Kurland 1995, 297-313).  

These purchases are reflected when people choose products they consider 

to be ethical because of certain labels. A fair trade label is a good example, 

indicating that the product was delivered from a developing country where 

workers‟ right and welfare are taken into consideration. The members of 

this ethical consumption movement reflect their values and beliefs by what 

they choose to purchase or not purchase. The increasing concern that people 

have regarding environmental and social concerns motivates them to 

display this concern through their purchasing decisions. Accordingly an 

increasing number of individuals seek to act beyond their own immediate 

interests as a consumer and consider the impact of their choices on wider 

society (Shaw et al. 2005, 1049-1067). 
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To help reduce environmental damage and the capacity of future 

generations, Alex Steffen, the co-founder and executive director of 

worldchanging.com aptly describes the movement of purchasing towards a 

better future for future generations:  

We cannot buy ourselves a better future, the kind of future (a 

sustainable one), that itself has a future, is not available for purchase.  

You won‟t find this on shelves, and you can't custom order one, no 

matter how much money you're willing to spend. But that‟s not to say 

that you can‟t assist in creating a more sustainable future through your 

purchasing decisions. (Steffen 2007) 

Considering the growing trend in ethical consumerism and it becoming a 

major driver of a diverse range of ethical approaches in how organizations 

are operating and performing. The growth of ethical purchasing behaviour 

is not just a spontaneous maturing of individual consumer awareness, but is 

also a phenomenon deliberately driven by pressure groups seeking to 

achieve a variety of specific campaign goals (Harrison et al. 2005, 55).  

Alternative approaches such as fair-trade, conservation-driven, animal 

welfare purchases, and the availability of organic produce began as market 

niches but today are making their presence felt in mainstream markets. The 

national restaurant association developed a survey which was made up of 

194 food items by chefs, from 1282 members of American Culinary 

Federation. This survey showed the top ten most popular food items include 

organic products and sustainable seafood.  Organic wine placed nineteenth 

in the „What‟s hot list‟ thus proving the popularity of such products is 

increasing (National Restaurant Association 2007). 

There are five main types of ethical purchasing: boycotts, positive buying, 

fully screened (comparative ethical ratings across whole product area), 

relationship purchasing (consumers seek to educate sellers about their 

ethical needs), and anti-consumerism.  The two most common types of 

ethical purchasing are boycotts and positive buying. To boycott products or 

companies is a successful way to make a point in letting the market feel the 

impact. Usually this strategy is more successful when a large group takes 

action and in partnership with an organization such as Greenpeace, that has 
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a lot of influence. In 2005, Taco Bell agreed to work with the Florida-based 

farm worker organization, the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW), to 

address the wages and working conditions of farm workers in the Florida 

tomato industry by funding a penny per pound "pass-through" with its 

suppliers and to undertake joint efforts with the CIW on several fronts to 

improve working conditions in Florida's tomato fields. For its part, the CIW 

has agreed to end its three-year boycott of Taco Bell, announcing that the 

agreement "sets a new standard of social responsibility for the fast-food 

industry" (National Council of Churches 2008). Boycotting can be a 

successful way for smaller businesses to understand consumer opinions. In 

the restaurant industry there are many privately owned and operated 

establishments especially in smaller communities and neighbourhoods.  

The power of word of mouth advertising for restaurants is the main source 

of promoting an establishment.  A group of consumers that boycott or 

protest a restaurant can create some irreversible negative publicity.  

Positive buying is the most common purchasing trend for individual 

consumers. It is usually dependant on labels like fair-trade, organic, etc.  

Although consumers might purchase an eco-labelled product or service 

depending on what aspects are considered or neglected (where it comes 

from), it may not be the most sustainable choice. For example if coffee is 

labelled as fair trade it may not be organic, and the pesticides and growing 

materials used could contribute to degradation and pollution of our natural 

environment not to mention the contribution of CO2 during transportation.  

The existence of consumers who are ethically concerned has been well 

documented over the past several decades (Dagnoli 1991; Shaw and Clarke 

1999). Throughout this period, surveys, reports and academic research have 

consistently highlighted the existence of a group of consumers who are 

concerned about a broad spectrum of issues ranging from the environment 

and animal welfare to societal concerns including human rights (Mintel 

1994, 67-94).  In marketing terms, this shift in consumer behaviour has 

resulted in significant market growth in some sectors. More recently, a 

report by the New Economics Foundation suggested that, despite the rapid 

growth of ethical consumerism to date, this is only the beginning of a 

market which has immense future potential (Doane 2001, 197-201).   
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1.1.3 Decision Model of Ethical Consumers 

According to Rob Harrison, (founding director of the Ethical Consumer 

Research Association) there are four factors which are regarded to be most 

important when influencing the purchasing decisions of ethical consumers. 

(Harrison et al. 2005, 39-48) As shown in Figure 1.1 Decision Model of 

Ethical Consumer below, are the identified four factors: 

 Governments: inform ethical consumers by certifying, creating 

legislation and publishing related information, and data of the relevant 

research to the public, 

 Campaign Groups: can provide useful tools for ethical consumers, such 

as labels to assist in identifying ethical products, while updating 

information and data necessary  

 Private Sector: influences consumers by both alternative companies 

and mainstream companies. Alternative companies can provide identity 

to ethical consumers while the mainstream companies can create a 

fashion or trend to attract more consumers to the ethical market. 

 Specialist Ethical Consumer Publications: informs ethical consumers 

according to three main sources which are campaign group publication, 

specialist ethical consumer organizations and mainstream consumer‟s 

association. 
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Figure 1.1 Decision Model of Ethical Consumer 

Useful ways to inform ethical consumers:  

The above figure is meant to give readers an idea of the process of decision 

making for ethical consumers to become informed in their purchasing 

decisions.  Some more details on different aspects that inform consumers 

are followed. 

1. Tools, labels, and certifications 

Visible labels and certifications are excellent ways for ethical consumers to 

make instant purchasing decisions; often consumers make decisions 

according to certain types of labels or certifications like fair-trade, organic, 

green, ecological, etc. 

2. Media and online information 

Advertising and promotions from media and websites can have a high 
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influence level in the decision making process. Since the development of 

internet, people rely more and more on the web for information and news, 

for both their professional and personal life. Sometimes this reliance can be 

a negative and inaccurate way for people to base decisions as accuracy is 

not always ensured and people can become overloaded with information 

and mistakenly ignore some important facts.  

3. Market trends 

Market trends or fashion have a large influence on consumers purchasing 

decisions, mainly people are just following the trends and trying to keep up 

with the latest trends. If used properly, the market demands can play an 

important role as an information source for not only ethical consumers but 

also business and organizations to adapt to these changes.  When there is a 

demand for products, consumers will follow this trend and companies will 

fulfill the demands. 

4. Social norms  

Social norms include two aspects: communities and family. We all live in 

our own community and connect through various relationships. It is not 

surprising to find that people who come from the same background or 

culture have similar purchasing behavior, and tastes, they share many 

common characteristics. People that socialize within in one community 

affect each other‟s social norms. If there is one consumer that 

communicates ethical purchasing habits in one community, others from the 

same community may be more inclined to make similar ethical purchasing 

decisions. Family can be responsible for creating not only one‟s values and 

beliefs but also in how they portray those through (ethical) purchasing 

habits.  Family can have a great influence in changing habits since the 

trust level within families is usually high. 

5. Government  

Policies are no doubt the most powerful factor for assisting in the creation 

of tools for ethical consumers. Policies have a great influence on the daily 
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life of consumers and also can change the behavior of business directly.  

6. Communication and marketing from business. 

Business itself can also be a useful information source for ethical 

consumers. What information they provide and what they serve can be 

inspiring for consumers.  Businesses are not only following the market 

trends, but in this case, business can use their own power to inform 

consumers in ethical consumption through promoting these 

products/services.  Additionally, employees within these businesses are 

also consumers and if they share the vision of their employer they are more 

likely to assist in spreading the word. 

1.1.4 Challenges for Ethical Consumer 

Many areas of consumer concern are characterized by a lack of effective 

labelling and availability of alternatives in the marketplace. The National 

Consumer Council (NCC) identified a large amount of willing 

environmental consumers who could find „neither the products nor the 

accurate information to guide their behaviour‟ (NCC 1996).  In another 

study, sixty per cent of interviewees said they had insufficient information 

on company social and environmental behaviour to make an informed 

purchasing decision (MORI 2000). In such situations would-be ethical 

consumers are forced to make choices based on imperfect information and 

the lack of an ideal alternative in keeping with their values. The notion of 

an ethical consumer effectively assisting in moving the society into 

sustainability is inherently brought into question, given that consumerism 

tends to lead to unsustainability. 

Furthermore often these tools may be misleading; by solving one problem 

within sustainability sometimes another problem can be created.  The lack 

of a whole systems approach to sustainability by eco-labels can mislead 

consumers unbeknownst to them. An initial overview from a Strategic 

Sustainable Development perspective, yielded some strengths and 

weaknesses in current ethical consumerism patterns. 
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There is a lack of sustainability knowledge, and consumers do not 

understand what a clear definition of what true sustainability is. People tend 

to focus more on animal rights issues or environment issues while others 

are more concerned about social problems. All of these aspects contribute 

to a sustainable society within the biosphere, but some of these external 

factors do not always lead them to the truly ethical products and can be 

misleading. 

In conclusion, ethical consumers mean well but are not informed enough to 

make truly ethical and sustainable purchasing decisions.  The intent to do 

„good‟ is apparent in ethical consumers, however, because there are many 

single labeled products that mainly focus on one ethical issue, there is room 

for this good intent to back fire.  An example of this is bio plastic made 

from corn.  Although this is biodegradable and made from a renewable 

resource, the amount of agricultural land required is great and farming 

practices can lead to degradation of land and contribute to the use of 

chemical pesticides.  The corn materials then need to be transported to 

factories which manufacture the plastic and then shipped to suppliers thus 

contributing to increased amounts of CO2 emissions. 

 

The reality is that consumers that make an ethical purchasing decision are 

not necessarily a sustainable consumer but they have the desire and the 

power to assist in moving society towards sustainability. 

1.2 Sustainability 

In this paper, sustainable development is defined as, “To meet the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs.” (United Nations 1987). According to this definition and 

the above research of consumerism, we consider the following aspects to be 

important. 
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1.2.1 Role of Ethical Consumers 

As pointed out above, consumerism is one of the main drivers that 

contribute to un-sustainability. As important stakeholders, consumers have 

the power to pressure companies to do well and to reduce their 

environmental impact.  As stated above the amount of ethical consumers 

is growing rapidly.  The reason we focus on ethical consumers is that they 

are proving to be an effective force in the market as drivers for change.  

They are playing the role of an „early adopter‟, which in marketing terms is 

a customer that is a person who embraces new technology before most 

other people do and can be very vocal and communicative with their 

purchasing opinions. (Search Server Virtualization 2008) Companies look 

to these consumers for feedback and actively seek them out for product 

research and design. Usually their opinions are based on personal 

experience and the comparison with other products. These consumers can 

be easily displeased but if they approve of a product they will actively 

recommend it to others (see Figure 1.2 Categories of Innovativeness) 

(Rogers1995). 

 

Figure 1.2 Categories of Innovativeness
1
 

Ethical consumers can be defined as early adopters in the sustainability 

industry as they have an awareness of sustainability risks, and social issues.  

                                                        
1
 From E.M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 4

th
 edition (New York: The Free Press, 

1995) 
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Through their purchasing decisions and ethical shopping trends they 

actively compare other products while intending not only to do well but 

also by showing the market of these demands. Ethical consumers are easier 

to adopt sustainability knowledge, and become the pioneers in leading the 

shift towards a sustainable future. 

1.2.2 Sustainability Challenge 

Energy crisis, climate change, and increasing population, are all putting 

pressure on society within the biosphere. Society‟s demand for resources 

and services is systematically increasing. The Earth's population is 

currently at more than six billion people and growing, and with that 

consumption levels are increasing. As society's demand increases and the 

capacity to meet this demand declines. 

Society exists within the biosphere. There are boundaries and laws which 

dictate interactions between society and the system. To better understand 

what factors contribute to sustainability, it is essential to understand these 

system constraints. Society's interaction within the system can be illustrated 

by the 'funnel' metaphor (Robèrt 2000), which is illustrated in Figure 1.3 

The Funnel Metaphor.  The common misconception today is that society is 

passing through a 'cylinder,' where the walls of the cylinder represent an 

idea of the availability of an infinite number of resources, where the 

ecosystem will continue to ensure and support this growth (Robèrt 2000). 

The idea that society and the biosphere can exist separately from one 

another has created the reality of a 'funnel' paradigm. In this example, the 

walls represent a systematic diminution of resources.   
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Figure 1.3 The Funnel Metaphor (Source: The Natural Step 2008) 

1.2.3 A Sustainable Society 

Leaders in the industry who attempt to understand the sustainability 

challenge and avoid hitting the walls of this „funnel‟ by utilizing the 

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) can assist in 

improving their operations with the goal of long-term sustainability. They 

are constantly re-thinking and re-creating their organizations to be more 

innovative, strategic, and effective. The FSSD provides a way for leaders to 

see risks as new opportunities for success (Robèrt et al. 2007, 78).  

To achieve this goal the four basic principles for a sustainable society must 

be followed to reduce our environment and social impact (Holmberg and 

Robèrt 2000, Ny et al. 2006): 

1. In order for a society to be sustainable, nature's functions and diversity 

are not systematically subject to increasing concentrations of substances 

extracted from the earth's crust. 
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2. In order for a society to be sustainable, nature's functions and diversity 

are not systematically subject to increasing concentrations of substances 

produced by society. 

3. In order for a society to be sustainable, nature's functions and diversity 

are not systematically impoverished by physical displacement, 

over-harvesting, or other forms of ecosystem manipulation. 

4. In a sustainable society, people are not subject to conditions that 

systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs.  

While three of the Sustainability Principles define an ecological framework 

for a sustainable society, the fourth principle is the basic social principle.  

These principles interact with each other in a dynamic way. If the purpose 

of society is to meet human needs, and in the future, while conforming to 

the ecological constraints given by the first three principles, then the use of 

resources must be efficient enough. Thus it will not be sufficient to strive 

for the dematerializations and substitutions needed to comply with the first 

three system conditions. (Robèrt et al. 2007, xxvii) 

By using these principles for sustainability as the constraints for a desired 

outcome, or success; a community, business, organization, or individual can 

backcast from the sustainability principles to plan for a transition to a 

sustainable future (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000, 297). It is important for 

companies to translate the sustainability principles into an appropriate 

context related to their organization.  Therefore, a company moving 

towards Sustainability can be defined as a company that aims to eliminate 

their contributions to the above sustainability principles. 

We all are responsible for and will feel the consequences of an 

un-sustainable society that are inherently inevitable.  Individuals, 

businesses, governments, families, schools, etc., all have an opportunity to 

alter how they impact the environment and how they can be more strategic 

when making choices and long-term decisions that have long-term effects. 

Companies which anticipate these changes can position themselves 

strategically so they do not contribute to this crisis but instead invest 
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towards the opening of the funnel walls and contribute to a truly sustainable 

future society.  

1.3 Purpose, Scope, and Limitations 

Based on our research of ethical consumers, it is evident that if given a 

choice, they would prefer to dine in a restaurant with an eco-label over one 

that does not.  In a 2002 survey, consumers believed that improved 

labeling was key to enabling ethical purchasing (Harrison et al. 2005, 71).  

An American economist and first chairman of the Princeton University‟s 

department of economics and social institutions, Frank Fetter, stated (Fetter 

1907, 394) that „the market is a democracy where every penny gives the 

right to vote‟. The expression „consumer votes‟ has been used by 

economists to describe the process of considering individual product 

choices made on the basis of price and quality alone. More recently, 

individuals are also making purchasing decisions based on social and 

cultural aspects. In the USA, the Council on Economic Priorities introduced 

a guide which rated 1,300 US brands stating that, “Every time you step up 

to a cash register, you vote. When you switch from one brand to another, 

companies hear you clearly.” (Will et al. 1989, 143). Profitability is the 

main motivator behind most companies in making a progression towards 

sustainability.  

There are many reasons we frequently find ourselves in restaurants.  

Whether it is just to fill our stomachs or to share some conversation over a 

meal, there are many important occasions that take place in restaurants: 

weddings, birthdays, engagements, anniversaries or just social excursions. 

While enjoying dinner in a nice restaurant with your friends and family, you 

may think about what happens behind the scenes of the restaurant. How has 

this food been brought to the table, how was it grown/bred, what conditions 

did industry workers endure to produce this food, what other 

ingredients/preservatives where added and how was this was all prepared?  

How the actual restaurant operates daily to be successful in a demanding 

and highly competitive industry?   
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There are many purchasing options a restaurant can make to decrease their 

impact on the environment and move towards sustainability.  Restaurants 

can develop procurement policies that include choices such as serving 

organic and locally grown/produced food, reducing energy consumption 

levels, using safe cleaning products, and improving worker‟s conditions.  

Additionally, water, energy, and food are often wasted during the process of 

meal preparation. Does the restaurant recycle compost and reduce waste? 

Whose responsibility is it to make these sustainable choices and changes? 

Another reason we choose the restaurant industry as opposed to other 

industries is because we found there to be little information (labels, 

certifications, etc.) for consumers to make ethical decisions when spending 

their money here, a main challenge for ethical consumers as identified 

above. 

Although it is becoming easier for businesses to become more sustainable 

due to the increasing amount of sustainable purchasing options surfacing, 

business is business. Especially in an industry such as this, many 

establishments are privately owned and operated and considered to be quite 

small compared to other types of businesses. These conditions make 

over-head high and profit very important.  In order to get the restaurant 

industry‟s participation and buy in, there needs to be an appropriate 

business case for sustainability. To ensure that restaurants are able to be 

competitive and strategic in this shift we looked at Bob Willard‟s “Seven 

business case benefits”. See Appendix A.  He states that these cases need 

to be proven in order to make a case for sustainability opportunities, the 

seven business case benefits are: easier hiring of top talent, higher retention 

of top talent, higher productivity from employees, reduced expenses in 

manufacturing, reduced expenses at commercial sites, increased revenue, 

reduced risk and easier financing (Willard 2005).  

This thesis will look at the restaurant industry as an example of how ethical 

consumers can help in shifting an industry towards a more sustainable one.  

We will look at what tools and information consumers use to make ethical 

purchasing decisions and what kind of gaps exist. We will explain how we 

feel that we can assist in bridging this gap by creating a version of a more 

sustainable tool “Eco-Etiquette” for restaurants that when used within a 
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labelling process to enhance existing tools in the industry to better inform 

consumers when deciding on where to spend their money in an ethical and 

sustainable establishment.   

We will identify what a sustainable restaurant would look like and how it 

can become a leader in change in this industry. While considering the 

barriers for restaurants we make recommendations on how to bridge this 

gap by using the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) 

with industry expert opinions, research, personal experience and other 

methods. We believe that organizations within the restaurant industry would 

benefit themselves and society by adopting a strategic approach to moving 

towards sustainability.  

The purpose of this thesis is to answer the questions below, mainly focusing 

on how a strategic approach to sustainability can be used in the restaurant 

industry for ethical consumers to assist in moving towards a sustainable 

society.   

1.4 Research Questions 

Organizations need to shift their strategies according to consumer demands 

in order sustain market share. Consumers are increasingly making decisions 

based on the impact that products and services have on society and the 

environment. We find that it is important to identify a strategic approach for 

catching the attention of ethical consumers, in order to shift into a 

sustainable future. Below are some questions formed to assist us in our 

research. 

1.4.1 Primary Question 

How can a strategic approach to sustainability be used in the restaurant 

industry for ethical consumers to assist in moving towards a sustainable 

society? 
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1.4.2 Supporting Questions 

1. What would the restaurant industry look like in a sustainable society? 

2.  What is the current reality of the restaurant industry, and the tools used 

within it? 

 From a full sustainability perspective, what are the restaurant 

industry‟s major contributions to violating the sustainability 

principles? 

 What are the ideal characteristics of a labelling process, with 

which we can use to assess existing and potential tools? 

 What tools/information exists to assist consumers in making more 

ethical decisions? 

 What gaps or blind spots do these tools have when compared to 

the ideal labelling process? 

3. Considering these findings, what would a sustainability-minded tool 

look like to better inform ethical consumers? 

 What kind of tool could facilitate this, for the purpose of helping 

ethical consumers and the restaurant industry to strategically move 

towards sustainability? 

 What is the advantage of the tool when compared with the existing 

tools? 

4. What other factors exist that assist ethical consumers to move 

society towards sustainability? 
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2 Methodology 

Our research begins with the definition of what a sustainable restaurant 

industry looks like in a sustainable society. Keeping this definition in mind, 

we then do a current reality analysis on the restaurant industry and how 

ethical consumers use their purchasing power to influence this industry. We 

identify the gaps by backcasting from the defined sustainable vision, before 

giving some recommendations and/or guidelines for ethical consumers to 

become more sustainable, providing an idea of what a tool may consider 

that can be used for consumers to assist society in moving towards a 

sustainable future. 

2.1 Model for Qualitative Research Design 

Maxwell‟s Qualitative research design has been implemented as our 

overarching methodology process. According to Maxwell (Maxwell 2005), 

“design in qualitative research is an ongoing process that involves 

“tacking” back and forth between the different components of the design 

assessing the implications of goals, theories, research questions, methods 

and validity treats for one another. It does not begin from a predetermined 

starting point or proceed through a fixed sequence of steps, but involves 

interconnecting and interaction among the different design components.” 

(see Figure 2.1) 
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Figure 2.1 Interactive Model of Research Design 

2.2 Conceptual Frameworks 

Throughout this research, the FSSD has been applied. A five-level model 

for strategic sustainable development provides a framework for 

understanding, analysing and planning within complex systems. This 

framework for analysis is known as the Five Level Framework for Planning 

in Complex Systems. The Natural Step, an international non-governmental 

organisation that promotes the use of a framework for systematic analysis 

and planning towards sustainability, has used the model specifically in 

application to a strategic approach to sustainability, or Strategic Sustainable 

Development. This model is valuable as it prioritizes five separate levels and 

makes a clear distinction between their relationships and each level in 

planning (Robèrt 2000; Robèrt et al. 2002). 

These five levels include: (1) the System Level; (2) the Success Level; (3) 

the Strategic Guidelines Level; (4) the Action Level; and (5) the Tools 
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Level. 

At the heart of the planning process is Level 2 - Success. This should 

inform strategies, actions and the design of tools. Strategic guidelines 

(Level 3) are guided by backcasting from the second level, the Action level 

(Level 4) is designed according to the strategic guidelines, and the tools in 

the fifth level can be categorized into three types:  

 Strategic tools to ensure the actions are comply with the strategic 

guidelines 

 System tools to enhance understanding of the system 

 Capacity tools for people to improve themselves to highlight the 

possibilities to be successful (Robèrt et al. 2007, 29-31). 

In this thesis, we defined restaurant industry within the biosphere as our 

system level, and the sustainable restaurant industry within a sustainable 

biosphere as the success level which also can be regarded as our vision. 

According to the ABCD analysis, comparing different existing tools and an 

analyse of the current reality of the restaurant industry, our strategic 

guidelines for shifting the restaurant industry into a sustainable future is to 

utilize the power of ethical consumers by first making them more aware of 

sustainability then providing them a sustainable tools to make better 

purchasing decisions which will lead society towards sustainability. 

Backcasting from the vision is a method for planning without the 

constraints of past. The ABCD analysis guides the process of backcasting 

and aids in finding the gaps within today‟s tools for ethical consumers. 

2.2.1 System thinking 

System thinking is a science that deals with the organization of logic and 

integration of disciplines for understanding patterns and relations of 

complex problems. It is based on understanding connections and relations 
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between seemingly isolated things (Haraldsson 2004, 4).  System analysis 

creates insights into the organisation of causalities based on discovering 

organisational structures in systems (Haraldsson 2004, 5).  

Systems thinking and system analysis have become more and more 

important in understanding the relationship between social, environmental 

and economic issues  

In this thesis, we use systems thinking as our basic mental model.  We 

look at the entire restaurant industry in the systems level. Our system is 

defined not only as the restaurant industry but also within the biosphere 

which the industry depends on. We regard the restaurant industry and the 

biosphere as a whole system. 

2.2.2 Backcasting 

Backcasting is a planning procedure by which a successful planning 

outcome is imagined in the future, followed by the question; “What do we 

need to do today to reach the desired outcome?” (Holmberg and Robèrt 

2000, 294).  Backcasting originated from the concept of scenario planning 

(a planning methodology), which is based on envisioning a simplified 

future outcome (Robinson 1990). Backcasting can be defined as imagining 

a point of future success and then looking back from that point to calculate 

the required next steps. There are two ways of backcasting; backcasting 

from scenarios and backcasting from basic principles (Robèrt et al. 2007, 

xviii). 

1. Backcasting from scenarios is “a method for planning where a more or 

less specific picture guides the game and helps the player deal with its 

complexity” (Robinson 1990). It is helpful when dealing with 

emotionally-charged decisions and also useful for helping businesses. 

2. Backcasting from sustainability principles: This is a dynamic planning 

method looking back to “today” from the desired future which is within the 

constraints of basic sustainability principles (Robèrt et al. 2007, xix). 
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By applying backcasting from sustainability principles, we may have less 

risk and decreased potential for continuing poor habits from the past. 

Although forecasting is used for identifying opportunities in the short-term, 

it is not an efficient method for recognizing opportunities in the medium 

and long-term.  Forecasting relies on the trends of today and the past, and 

attempts to apply them to the future.  If past factors are allowed to 

influence a realistic strategy for the future, particularly if the factors are a 

part of, the present problems it can have negative consequences.  When 

trends are allowed to be main determinants of what is relevant in the 

planning procedure, the resulting strategy is likely to transfer the problems 

that are a result of these factors into the future (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000, 

294).  

 

To mitigate the occurrence of past trends and to overcome the barriers of 

forecasting from present trends, the strategy of Backcasting can be used to 

plan within complex systems for long-term success (Holmberg and Robèrt 

2000, 294).   

2.3 Literature Review 

This method provided the information required for understanding the 

current reality of the restaurant industry, and also the existing tools that 

ethical consumers use to make purchasing decisions. 

We gathered information on ethical consumers and analysed their behaviour 

according to various studies on ethical consumerism. The journal of 

„Sustainability: Science, Practice and Policy‟ explored a cross-disciplinary 

discussion of empirical and social sciences, practices, and policies related 

to sustainability, and a publication titled „Ethical Consumers‟ explored 

consumer behaviours, motivation and narratives, the social, political and 

theoretical contexts in which ethical consumers operate.  This research 

helped us to understand consumer‟s purchasing habits from a sustainable 

perspective. 
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2.4 Tools Research and Analysis 

During our research we found that there are some tools that exist which 

assist consumers in making ethical and sustainable purchasing decisions in 

the restaurant industry. We found these tools online and contacted each one 

for more information on their specific goals and process to understand and 

analyse them thoroughly. Once we gathered more information and analysed 

these tools, we found there to be several gaps and weaknesses when 

considering a whole system approach to sustainability. Realizing the 

importance of having a tool that considers all aspects of sustainability we 

decided to create our own idea of what a tool might consider when 

assessing a restaurant.   

When creating our tool for consumers to be able to be more sustainable as 

well as ethical we used guideline indicators, which have three categories: 

first, to show levels of use and relative measures; second, indicators in the 

form of absolute figures; and third, to show whether or not the goal has 

been achieved (Robèrt et al. 2007, 252). Through setting guidelines and a 

simple rating system, we wanted to provide a suitable and easy explanation 

for sustainability professionals to use. With a major focus on participation, 

awareness, recommendations and solutions rather that a pass or fail process. 

These prioritized guidelines can be used in restaurants when making 

purchasing, or operational decisions. Furthermore, this process can help 

monitor restaurants progress and continually ensure restaurants success. 

With the goal that our tool could be a value added assessment process to 

existing tools, to move the restaurant industry into a more sustainable one.  

With a label or certificate a restaurant can communicate to consumers that 

they are making an effort by showing leadership in a move towards a more 

sustainable restaurant industry. 
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2.5 Feedback Analysis 

2.5.1 Feedback from peer groups  

After researching the inputs and outputs of a restaurant and how they 

contribute to violations of the sustainability principles we put together an 

idea of our tool to share with our peers for feedback.  This process was an 

important step as our peers were able to give us an FSSD perspective to our 

tool.  Once we discussed their feedback we made some changes to the 

template and then sent it to our expert panel for review.   

2.5.2 Feedback from expert panel  

Once our expert panel was able to analyse our tool and give valuable 

feedback and comments which enabled us to make further changes, the 

scope of our tool was more clearly defined. We made adjustments as to the 

purpose of the tool and redefined what an ideal tool would look like.  

Through our conversations with the Green Table Network (GTN) and 

comparison of other tools, we decided to focus mainly on GTN to assist in 

developing our own idea of a “Green Audit”. Through further research and 

communication with GTN it assisted us in gaining more knowledge about 

the current situation of sustainability in the restaurant industry.  This 

research combined with our sustainability knowledge enabled us to get a 

better idea of how consumers would benefit from such organizations as 

GTN to move the restaurant industry towards sustainability. 

2.5.3 Feedback from sustainability experts/advisors.  

We presented to our class and advisors as to the results of our findings and 

some recommendations were made to communicate the purpose more 

clearly and define the audience better. 
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2.6 Individual Experience 

Coming from various professional backgrounds we bring different 

experiences and views to this subject. Of course we are also ethical 

consumers and make choices daily to portray our values through spending. 

As a group we also have some experience working in the restaurant 

industry and these past experiences in a variety of different types of 

restaurants around the world, give us a thorough understanding of some 

basic conclusions of the industry and how it operates.  

We realize that what happens behind the scenes is not something people 

sitting at tables are aware of. This knowledge led us to the idea of making a 

tool that assists in bridging this gap. 
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3 Results 

The results found to answer the research questions are stated below by 

identifying several important sections in detail: the current reality of the 

restaurant industry from sustainability perspective, an analysis of existing 

tools and our creation of an ideal tool: Eco-Etiquette. 

3.1 Restaurant Industry from a Sustainability Perspective 

The literature review provides us with some useful information about the 

restaurant industry; however, few of these analyses are from sustainability 

perspective, thus the following sections provide a result of our own 

research on the restaurant industry from a sustainability perspective. 

3.1.1 Sustainability Vision for Restaurant Industry 

Throughout our research and discussions we have attempted to capture this 

ideology and look at a desired future in the restaurant industry within the 

constraints of the basic principles for sustainability. In a desired future, a 

restaurant industry moving strategically towards sustainability would:  

1…. eliminates its contribution to systematic increase in concentrations of 

substances from the Earth‟s crust. 

2.…eliminates its contribution to systematic increase in concentrations of 

substances by society. 

3.…eliminates its contribution to systematic physical degradation of nature. 

4…. eliminates its contribution to the systematic undermining of human‟s 

ability to meet their needs worldwide.  
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Strategic goals point to key factors that define a successful restaurant 

industry in the future. We have developed some goals to give us an idea of 

how to help move the industry towards a more sustainable future. 

 Restaurants provide a safe environment; prepare fresh dishes and 

drinks by using local, organic food and net-zero carbon emission 

during the operational and supply chain process. 

 Restaurants eliminate waste by reducing, reusing, composting and 

recycling 

 Employees are treated well, fairly and the work environment is 

pleasant and safe place for people with common interests to gather
2
 

When these goals are reached we look at a restaurant industry that: 

Is a leader in assisting the movement towards sustainability compared to 

other industries, one that not only produces food services but also provides 

a chance to communicate across different borders and cultural boundaries. 

Focusing on improvement and influence on people‟s quality of life as well 

as towards a sustainable lifestyle, educating not only their employees and 

consumers, but also their suppliers to adopt environment friendly ways and 

social responsibility. 

3.1.2 Current Reality of Restaurant Industry 

When considering the current restaurant industry within the constraints of 

Sustainability Principles, we found that the restaurant industry contributes 

to society‟s systematic violations of each of these principles (i.e. the 

restaurant industry is operating in an unsustainable manner with respect to 

                                                        
1
 These are examples only and would be unique to individual cases, a restaurant would 

need to set goals relevant to their circumstances, which should be done in a way that helps 

move it closer to sustainability  
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all four basic principles for sustainability). There are eight aspects we see as 

the most important aspects of the restaurant industry, which have significant 

impact on the industry‟s potential to reach its vision. They are: energy, 

waste, water, people, strategy, transportation, procurement, and design. 

When asking the question of if restaurants are contributing to the violations 

of the sustainability principles the answer is yes and the below chart 

describes this in more detail: 

The table below shows the results of our analysis of the seven aspects of 

restaurant industry. In each case we have identified the relevant 

sustainability principle(s) using SP1, SP2, SP3 and SP4. Furthermore, we 

have bolded aspects which are the most direct and upstream contribution to 

society‟s unsustainability: 

Energy  Summary 

Facility Operations 

Fossil fuels for heating systems and operating 

electrical systems. The usage of fossil fuel 

contributes to the violation of SP1. 

Procurement Summary 

Cleaning Products Some chemical substances in cleaning products 

contain man-made persistent and unnatural 

substances which cannot be decomposed naturally 

(SP2) 

Paper Forests are cut down in order to produce paper, which 

cause deforestation (SP3). The production process 

also includes usage of some chemical substances 

which cannot be naturally decomposed of (SP2) 
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Meat Meat, fish, seafood, etc. are related to animal 

welfare
3

and land use change for keeping and 

producing these products resulting in biodiversity 

loss and impact degradation of soil (SP3) Water use 

and pollution is also significant for meat production 

and also the cleaning product for cleaning which 

cause degradation of water supplies (SP3). 

Additionally artificial agricultural chemicals will 

be applied to crops that will provide fodder to animals 

(SP2 & SP3). 

Vegetables and 

Fruit 

The increasing purchasing of vegetables and fruit 

would have contribution to the violation of over 

harvesting and more land would be changed into 

farmland according to the increasing demand (SP3). 

Similarly to „Meat‟ many agricultural chemical 

inputs are used to grow these products (SP2). Often 

modern farming practices damage soil structure and 

reduce the biodiversity of the land (SP3). 

Packaging Paper packaging utilizing paper which has the same 

impacts as paper procurement (SP2 & SP3). Plastic 

packaging for example cling wrap and plastic bags 

use petroleum based raw materials (SP1) and in 

disposal cannot decomposed naturally, so risk 

increasing concentrations in nature (SP2) 

Building Materials A range of building products are used to build 

restaurants. Often these materials are extracted from 

the Earth crust and will require the consumption 

of large quantities of energy to produce (SP1). Also 

the waste of land and air will be a result, especially 

                                                        
3
 Animal cruelty also needs to be considered here because it is a main concern of some 

ethical consumers and is one of the most important reasons for consumers to become 

ethical consumers 
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from the combustion processes (SP2). Care has to be 

taken that wood used in building does not impact on 

biodiversity (SP3). Additionally the transportation of 

materials will have an impact primarily through 

energy use (SP1 & SP2).  

Waste Summary 

Food Waste 

Decomposing food waste encourages bacteria, other 

pathogens and vermin can threaten the health of 

people within the neighborhood (SP4). 

Waste Water 

Waste water from the restaurant may contain toxic 

and persistent man-made substances which may 

concentrate in nature (SP2) causing the degradation 

of water and soil (SP3). Waste water with high levels 

of organic matter and chemicals may lead to the 

eutrophication of water sources (SP2 & SP3) in 

addition to some pathogens that could threaten the 

health of people (SP4). 

Waste Paper 

Waste paper mainly affects the environment of the 

community (SP4) through litter and can generate 

greenhouse gases through decomposition in landfill 

sites or if incinerated (SP2).  

Packaging 

Plastic packaging cannot decomposed naturally so 

would concentrate in nature through the disposal in 

landfill sites or through incineration (SP2). Also 

some toxic chemicals which are used in the 

production process can also be released during the 

decomposition process, which may cause damage to 

the ecosystem (SP2 & SP3) 

Water Summary 
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Water deliver Fresh water is a valuable natural resource, which also 

plays a very important role in the daily operation of a 

restaurant. Water is involved in almost every aspect 

of food service and is essential for restaurant hygiene.  

Fresh water is limited, if exploited or degraded it 

could become difficult and costly to find fresh 

sources (SP3), as well as energy and chemicals used 

to abstract, purify, transport and dispose of the 

water used (SP2 & SP3). 

Cleaning Water 

Cooking Water 

Drinking Water 

Washroom 

People Summary 

Consumers Consumers can be satisfied not only by the taste of 

food, but also by the service, and the atmosphere of a 

restaurant. Additionally, dietary restrictions and 

inclusive menus would affect the satisfactions of 

consumers (SP4). 

Employees Employees not only require money to live, but also 

for their ability to enjoy a good quality of life. A 

restaurant should ensure that there are no barriers for 

employees to stop them from meeting their needs 

(SP4). 

Communities Restaurant can be regarded as a part of a community, 

the behavior of a restaurant and how they act has a 

great impact on both people within the community 

and also the people working in the restaurant (SP4). 

Transportation Summary 

Delivery 

Delivery of products used in the restaurant industry 

requires the use of fossil fuels (SP1 & SP2):   

 Suppliers need to deliver products by trucks, 

trains, ships, etc.  

 Customers travel to the restaurant and some 
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restaurants also deliver food. 

Design Summary 

Building Design This section refers to the external design. Building 

design includes the restaurant building itself, parking 

and green space. Building on „greenfield‟ sites will 

reduce biodiversity (SP3) and will exacerbate heat 

island impacts people around (SP4) leading to a 

potential need for additional air conditioning 

(SP1&2). Design also needs to ensure that access is 

available to everyone regardless of ability (SP4). 

Decorations Decoration should not offend customers sensitivities, 

values or beliefs (SP4) 

Table 3.1 Current Reality of Restaurant Industry 

Currently, the restaurant industry is steadily increasing in sales, and 

creating more employment within local economies. Many consumers go 

out to eat at restaurants as a means to better use their spare time.  Rather 

than shopping, cooking and cleaning, busy consumers often find great 

value in spending money on take-out or eat in restaurants. This reflects a 

significant number in American restaurant industry sales of 1.5 billion USD; 

which is considered a typical day in 2007, while in China 12.4 billion USD 

was reported in sales in 2005. (National Restaurant Association 2008) The 

restaurant industry is expected to provide two million jobs over the next 

decade, making it the largest employer in the USA outside of the 

government.  In fact, nearly half of all adults worldwide have worked in 

the restaurant industry at some time during their lives (National Restaurant 

Association 2008). 
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3.2 Ideal Tool to Inform Ethical Consumers  

3.2.1 Identification of characteristics of an ideal tool 

Through our knowledge of strategic sustainable development, and research 

and analysis of the restaurant industry, we were able to determine what an 

ideal tool which facilitates a labeling process for the restaurant industry 

would look like.  This process would better inform ethical consumers and 

should include or incorporate: 

Key Characteristics: 

1. Systems thinking 

One problem may have many causes, and without a systems approach to 

thinking, the solution for one problem might not be the best solution for 

another, and may even create further problems in other areas.  By 

understanding the patterns and the relations of complex problems it is easier 

to find successful solutions.  This is a science based understanding the 

connections and relations between isolated issues. (Haraldsson 2004, 4) 

2. Backcasting from the principles of sustainability 

In order to be strategic, we must backcast from the sustainability principles.  

This approach is strategic and systematic when planning within complex 

systems and is followed by prioritized actions.  By determining what the 

desired future of success is within a sustainable restaurant industry, we can 

determine what needs to be done to achieve this success.  Using a 

definition of sustainability in terms of the basic principles for sustainability 

ensures that the planning process is not limited in how to reach success.  

Backcasting can be a successful and strategic approach to planning whereas 

forecasting runs the risk of repeating present day issues. 

3. Strategic  
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During the labeling process, a restaurant must plan strategically in order to 

become a sustainable leader, carefully choosing actions with a degree of 

flexibility that allow for the company‟s further development. By working 

within a set of strategic guidelines, a restaurant increases it efficiency while 

also profiting in the long term.   

4.  Awareness/Education  

Sustainability Challenge: There has to be a basic understanding for 

stakeholders to truly understand why changes towards sustainability are 

important. Understanding a whole systems approach towards sustainability 

will assist in the process and success of this tool.   

Impacts: Each restaurant should understand the impact that their business 

has on society and the environment.  This awareness will bring attention to 

the areas that have high impacts and need to be dealt with in a prioritized 

manner.  It will also help to recognize the things that they may be doing 

already and can be an encouraging for more progress. 

Education for Sustainability: By educating the restaurant industry during 

the labeling process the chances for success in engagement from 

stakeholders and the likelihood of future actions continuing to be strategic 

and sustainable are greater.  Creating such a tool should enhance 

awareness and commitment by the industry to progress towards 

sustainability.  

5.  Recommendations/Participation 

Assessing the operations of a restaurant will bring the impacts and issues 

that are deemed „contributing to unsustainability‟ into question.   

Rectifying these issues is more important than pointing them out. Producing 

short term and long term recommendations for restaurants will encourage 

participation in this process quickly. By providing these recommendations 

as part of the tool and participating in the process, the restaurant will see 

these changes as easy to implement and the benefits of these solutions. 
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6. Stakeholders Involved 

People and the communities in which they live need to be included in the 

process when analyzing this industry.  Through our research we 

determined that the restaurant industry employs a considerable amount of 

people as well as serves them. When considering Max-Neef‟s fundamental 

human needs (Max-Neef 1991) it made it easy to determine what the tool 

should encompass to help in removing barriers for people to meet these 

needs. See Appendix B for more details on Human Needs. 

Stakeholders such as the government, NGOs, media, etc, all play important 

roles in the restaurant industry. These external forces can assist in the 

changing process in order to make this shift more efficient and successful 

for an ideal tool. 

Since restaurants are generally smaller businesses some of these benefits 

can be adapted to be more applicable within the restaurant industry. 

Additional Characteristics 

Proactive: By creating a proactive approach to this process rather than 

reactive we found that this tool can decrease the likelihood of problems 

occurring in the future instead of acting when they become a problem. By 

considering the options and action plan first restaurants can take 

responsibility for the outcome.  

All aspects of operations: When designing a tool for restaurants we had to 

look at each aspect of daily operations to ensure all areas of business were 

considered.  These areas include: energy, water, waste, transportation, 

design, procurement, people (all stakeholders involved), and strategy.   

Connect Networks within the Restaurant Industry: An ideal labeling 

process would assist in facilitating more sustainable purchasing options.  

Due to the large scale of importation of food and products in this industry 

there is a substantial amount of CO2 produced as a result of transportation 

methods.  By connecting restaurants with each other in the same regions 
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that rely on the same suppliers the number of deliveries made can be 

reduced, thus reducing CO2 emissions. Additionally, by also recommending 

more sustainable purchasing options and connecting the restaurants with 

these suppliers, sustainable procurement options will improve.   Sharing 

the information with all restaurants involved should not be seen as a threat 

to competitors but as a value added resource that could also cut costs in 

reduced delivery costs and reduction in paying premium prices for 

sustainable procurement.  

Partnerships with NGOs and Government: By partnering with government 

sectors that are involved in sustainability, restaurants may receive rebates 

for their efforts.  Ideally a successful tool would facilitate in connecting 

these partnerships with the restaurant industry. They may also be eligible 

for subsidizing costs (building retrofitting, etc) that reduce energy, waste, 

water etc. thus also creating future long term savings.  

Global yet Flexible: Although we mainly researched tools within Canada 

and the United States, we wanted to create the ideal tool with global 

applicability, a tool that is general and universal and can be adapted to be 

applicable in different regions and cultures.  Restaurants around the world 

have similar business models globally thus they have the same inputs and 

outputs and a tool such as an ideal tool for the labeling process should bring 

awareness and recommendations for the main areas that impact society and 

the environment. 

Transparency: The demand for transparency between businesses and 

consumers is becoming a very important aspect for consumers to base their 

purchasing decisions on. Consumers want to trust that their choices to 

become ethical consumers are in fact making a positive difference in the 

market. A tool that offers transparency in the labeling process will add 

confidence and trust for consumers in this industry. 
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3.3 Analysis of Existing Tools 

During our research, we found 3 existing tools in our focus area that 

consumers have access to when making purchasing decisions. According to 

the above mentioned key characteristics of an ideal tool we analyzed the 

below organizations and identified the below results and findings: 

3.3.1 Green Table Network (GTN) 

The GTN was launched in August 2006 and is a Vancouver, BC-based 

social enterprise with experienced foodservice professionals building an 

independent, enterprising non-profit network to foster sustainability by 

doing three basic things (Green Table 2007): 

a) Reducing environmental impacts, by using less energy, water and 

creating less waste; 

b) Utilizing more local foods and green products and services; 

c) Building support from customers and community. 

Furthermore, to achieve these goals GTN collaborates with innovative 

solutions with supply chains and organizations within the restaurant 

industry.  They build connections among operators, suppliers and the 

community, provide knowledge on green foodservice products, services and 

design, recommend key steps to implementing sustainable operations, 

support foodservice operators undergoing sustainable changes, market and 

promote GTN members and their green initiatives. 
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Green Table Network  

Key Characteristics Results 

1. Systems Thinking 

It is not apparent in our analysis that GTN 

understands fully the patterns and relations of 

issues and solutions.   

2.  Backcasting 

from the Principles 

of  Sustainability 

This is not a strategy used by GTN.  Some 

guidelines are not in the sustainability principles 

there fore risk of contributing to the violations of 

the SP‟s still exist. 

3. Strategy 

During the labeling process there are no strategic 

actions put in place.  We found no apparent link 

between becoming a sustainable restaurant and 

leaving room for further development within 

strategic guidelines, thus not creating flexibility 

while also ensuring future profits.  

 

4. Awareness/ 

Education 

They inform consumers, restaurants and suppliers 

of sustainability risk.  They lack a clear definition 

of sustainability, only provided guidelines. 

5. 

Recommendations/ 

Participation 

They work with restaurants and suppliers to 

collaborate efforts and encourage participation 

between these networks.  Once an audit is 

complete GTN works with solutions in assisting 

the restaurant.  They participate in industry 

specific conferences to encourage more 

participation in making restaurants sustainable. 

6. Stakeholder 

Involvement 

They use media to promote their initiatives.  The 

region in which they mainly operate currently is 

only in BC. They lack standards for stakeholders, 

for employees and the community in which they 

operate. 

Table 3.2 Green Table Network Analysis 
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Additional Characteristic Analysis. GTN has a relatively complete checklist 

which they use to audit restaurants but is mostly reliant on a reactive 

approach to dealing with solutions.  Because they have only been in 

operation for a year they are constrained with a reactive approach initially.  

Perhaps new restaurants will see the worth in working with GTN prior to 

opening so measures can be put in place to prevent environmental/social 

impacts rather than dealing with them after the fact.  They are expanding 

further into other regions in Canada and flexible with their strategies in 

recognizing the need to be adaptable depending on the region.  They are 

open for recommendations in ways they can approve and value innovation.  

Their work with suppliers in the local area‟s decrease transportation (CO2 

levels) while also support their  local economy.  By connecting 

restaurants with each other and suppliers they encourage participation and 

cooperation among business that are also seen as competitors.  By 

working together to share ideas and solutions these restaurants can also 

assist GTN with future recommendations and assist them in the quality of 

their audits.  Although they offer information sharing within the industry 

there is not an obvious link to how they are reaching out to consumers and 

being transparent with their actions in assisting consumers to see the value 

in their labeling process.  There is no need to market GTN in the west 

coast of Canada since it seems the green wave has hit, however GTN 

admits that they will need to target consumers more if they move into 

eastern Canada where smaller business might not see the worth in a label 

that consumers are not demanding. 

3.3.2 Thimmakka  

Thimmakka‟s Resources for Environmental Education was founded in 1998, 

they‟re a grassroots environmental non-profit. Thimmakka‟s Resources is a 

full service environmental agency toward greening restaurants. 

Thimmakka focuses on empowering the urban consumer, to actively seek 

environmentally-friendly alternatives, and providing information on South 

Asian regional issues to the global community.  They provide 

environmental information on the impacts of toxins on our health to the 
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global community, and form collaborations between environmental 

organizations in the United States and progressive organizations in south 

Asia. 

Thimmakka 

Key Characteristics Results 

1. Systems Thinking 

It is not apparent in our analysis that Thimmakka 

understands fully the patterns and relations of 

issues and solutions.   

2.  Backcasting from 

the Principles of  

Sustainability 

This is not a strategy used by Thimmakka.  They 

don‟t have an envisioned future.  Focusing 

mainly on social issues they are not as focused on 

the science based sustainability principles there 

fore risk of contributing to the violations of the 

SP‟s still exist. 

3. Strategy 

We found no apparent link between becoming a 

sustainable restaurant and leaving room for 

further development within strategic guidelines, 

thus not creating flexibility while also ensuring 

future profits.  

 

4. Awareness/ 

Education 

They conduct environmental outreach programs 

to South Asian communities, they provide 

education to consumers and restaurants with a 

focus on why sustainability is important. 

However, they lack a clear definition of 

sustainability, only provided guidelines. 

5. Recommendations/ 

Participation 

They work with South Asian communities 

actively and encourage global participation 

amongst like minded organizations.  They focus 

on recommending less toxic materials and 

environmentally friendly products within the 

restaurant industry. 
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6. Stakeholder 

Involvement 

Their cooperation with the government and other 

NGO‟s enables updating information specific to 

the industry and provides more efficient tools for 

consumers. They work more with empowering 

consumers to act while also assisting restaurants 

in incorporating sustainability within their 

businesses. 

Table 3.3 Timmakka Analysis 

Thimmakka‟s main regional focus is the South Asian community where 

they reach out to ethical organizations and assist in educating them in 

regards to environmental issues.   Because they are a grassroots 

organization they are seen as a reputable and highly respected organization 

in the San Fransico area.   They are able to connect their global networks 

with the local organizations in improving sustainability within these 

networks.   They value environmentalism and offer reasonable entry fees 

to encourage participation rather than focusing on the feasibility aspects. 

3.3.3 The Green Restaurant Association (GRA) 

The Green Restaurant Association is a non-profit U.S. based environmental 

organization founded in 1990.  The GRA helps restaurants and its 

customers become more environmentally sustainable in ways that are 

convenient and cost-effective.  They utilize strategies which involve 

restaurants, manufacturers, vendors, grassroots organizations, government, 

media, and restaurant customers. Their business model provides a 

straightforward way for all sectors of the restaurant industry to become 

more environmentally sustainable. 

The GRA has five components, which are the following: Research, 

Environmental Consulting, Education, Public Relations and Marketing, and 

Community Organizing & Consumer Activism. It also describes 

Environmental Guidelines that help reduce the impacts of restaurant 

operations (Green Restaurant Association 2008). 
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The Green Restaurant Association 

Key Characteristics Results 

1. Systems Thinking 

It is not apparent in our analysis that GRA 

understands fully the patterns and relations of 

issues and solutions.   

2.  Backcasting from 

the Principles of  

Sustainability 

This is not a strategy used by GRA.  Some 

guidelines are not in the sustainability principles 

there fore risk of contributing to the violations 

of the SP‟s still exist.  They only focus on 

environmental impacts, not social. 

3. Strategy 

 During the labeling process there are no 

strategic actions put in place.  We found no 

apparent link between becoming a sustainable 

restaurant and leaving room for further 

development within strategic guidelines, thus 

not creating flexibility.  However they do a 

cost benefit analysis after each assessment so 

restaurants can see the prove of long term 

profit. 

4. Awareness/ 

Education 

They research practical solutions for reducing 

impacts of restaurants.  GRA publishes books, 

newsletters to educate consumers and 

restaurants of sustainability risk.  They lack a 

clear definition of sustainability, only provided 

guidelines. 

5. Recommendations/ 

Participation 

They make recommendations for quick and 

long term solutions.  Always improving their 

audit they encourage participation from 

restaurants to assist with this. 

6. Stakeholder 

Involvement 

Through public relations and marketing, GRA 

connects environmentally conscious consumers 

with restaurants.  The Green Consumer Union 

was founded by GRA and exists to inform 

people of the power and influence they have in 
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shifting companies to be more sustainable. 

Table 3.4 Green Restaurant Association Analysis 

Additional Characteristic Analysis. GRA has been around for almost 20 

years and have done a great job of using their experience to make changes 

that are a more reactive approach to sustainability issues.  They have a 

good understanding of the daily operations of a restaurant and which 

aspects to consider in the labeling process.  They are successful at 

connecting consumers with green restaurants, and collaborating within the 

industry to connect manufacturers, vendors, and other NGO‟s.  They are 

focused on environmental awareness and communicating their green label 

to consumers but lack ability to externally assist and network their values 

and ideas to students working sustainability.   

3.3.4 Summary of Analysis 

From a sustainability perspective, we believe that the best way to decrease 

environmental harm and move towards sustainability in the restaurant 

industry is to assist consumers in making better educated purchasing 

decisions by means of an Eco-label. This will also help in educating 

restaurants on alternatives that are sustainable as well to keep their 

reputation.  For the purpose of this study we focus on eco-labels and the 

tools available within the restaurant industry. 

We found that these tools, as they are currently designed, are insufficient on 

their own for leading the industry toward the vision of a sustainable 

industry because they are missing the mentioned points. The next section 

will discuss Eco-Etiquette, which is our idea of what and ideal tool would 

encompass. 

3.3.5 Eco-Etiquette 

Through our research of existing tools and our idea of what an ideal tool 
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would look like we were able to develop our own example of a tool that 

could be used in the restaurant industry. We were able to have access to 

GTN‟s “green audit”, which is their version of an assessment tool for 

restaurants.  Our analysis of their green audit only came after we already 

developed our own, but it was a good example of why it was important that 

we create our own, as it was apparent that our understanding of 

sustainability was not exactly the same as theirs.  We created 

Eco-Etiquette because we knew that some labels would not use a whole 

systems approach to sustainability. We concluded that consumers need this 

kind of tool to make informed decisions. The purpose of our tool was not to 

make it functional but to give an idea of what an ideal tool would consider 

and to enhance existing tools that are already working towards 

sustainability in the restaurant industry. We knew that in two months we 

would not be able to create such a resource but hope that it will help others 

to incorporate additional aspects into their guidelines. Our final product was 

the creation of a sample tool from our sustainability education and 

experience, based on our aforementioned ideal characteristics.   

Purpose of Eco-Etiquette: The purpose of this tool is to offer an example of 

an ideal sustainability tool in the restaurant industry in the labeling process.  

The process of restaurants becoming more sustainable requires an external 

auditing process to identify and prioritize actions towards sustainability and 

for there to be an eco –label for consumers to be able to identify restaurants 

making an effort towards sustainability.  This will benefit ethical 

consumers‟ decision making process in identifying ‟progressive‟ restaurants 

over others. Additionally, restaurants will also move towards increased 

sustainability and will see some financial benefits through energy and water 

reduction and other cost savings. EE will prove the business case benefits 

for sustainability so it is easier for restaurant owners to participate. 

Eco-Etiquette will encompass a whole-systems approach to sustainability 

and a strategic planning process for success. This is an information sharing 

tool and we welcome organizations to use this tool in any way that will 

assist in moving society closer to sustainability. (Details of Eco-Etiquette 

can be found in Appendix C) 
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3.4 Labeling Process for Restaurants 

The labeling process for a restaurant can be shown in the following figure 

3.4, Labeling process for restaurant: 

 

Figure 3.4 Labelling Process 

As displayed in the figure above, a restaurant that takes part in a general 

labeling process has to first participate in an assessment or “check” point, 

using the label to measure the current assessment of a restaurant, and then 

determining a minimum score to pass or fail, a restaurant can then make 

changes internally to be able to “pass” thus receiving the eco-label. Next, 

according to the results shown in the final assessment, the sustainability 

experts would provide some recommendations specific for the restaurant to 

continually improve. After a certain period, re-assessing the restaurant to 

ensure the process is improving, if the restaurant still fulfills the 

requirements of the next standard, then the restaurant can maintain the 

eco-label. If not, the restaurant cannot use the label. Although this is still a 

successful way to shift the restaurant industry towards sustainability, we 

saw more worth in valuing the participation and education of restaurants 

during the labeling process although we do acknowledge that there needs to 

be a quantifiable aspect to the tool in order to determine the areas which 

would need improvement 
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3.4.1 Analysis of Eco-Etiquette 

By first identifying the ideal characteristics of a tool in this industry it 

helped in our analysis of existing tools to determine the gaps and determine 

how Eco-Etiquette could bridge these gaps.  When compared to other 

tools (See Table 3.6) that we analysed above, we created Eco-Etiquette as 

an example of what and ideal tool would encompass and an idea of what it 

could look like. Below is table 3.5, an analysis of Eco-Etiquette. 

Eco Etiquette 

Key Characteristics Results 

1. Systems Thinking 

During the labeling process it is realized that 

certain solutions might not be the best solution 

for another, and can create further issues in other 

areas.  EE was developed by understanding the 

patterns and the relations of complex problems 

making it easier to find successful solutions.  

With a science based understanding the 

connections and relations between isolated issues 

become more clear. 

2.  Backcasting from 

the Principles of  

Sustainability 

When creating Eco-Etiquette, we looked at the 

entire industry within the constraints of the 

sustainability principles; and considered every 

aspect of the restaurant industry which contribute 

to violating the sustainability principles.By 

identifying the point at which to backcast from as 

one of the first steps of this process, and using the 

SP‟s to guide the necessary steps allows for a 

strategic and systematic approach when planning 

within such a complex systems.  Then by 

prioritizing the needed actions when considering 

the desired future of success is EE can assist in 

determining what is needed to achieve success.  

By using the definition of sustainability in terms 
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of the basic principles for sustainability ensures 

the planning process is not limited in how to 

reach success.   

3. Strategy 

During the labeling process EE assists a 

restaurant to select strategic actions in becoming 

a sustainable leader, while recognizing the need 

to leave room for further development within 

these strategic guidelines and actions.  These 

actions would be flexible while considering the 

long term profitability.  EE ensures that along 

with these points, it will lead a restaurant towards 

the right direction for sustainability. 

 

4. Awareness/ 

Education 

The restaurant and stakeholders will have a basic 

understanding as to why they need to make 

changes towards sustainability while also 

understanding the impact that they have on 

society and the environment. It is also important 

to recognize things that they may be doing 

already and can be an encouraging.  This 

approach will assist in the process and success of 

EE.   By educating the restaurant industry 

during this process EE ensures the chances for 

success in engagement from stakeholders and the 

likelihood of future actions continuing to be 

strategic and sustainable. EE will enhance 

awareness and commitment within the industry. 

5. Recommendations/ 

Participation 

EE assesses the operations of a restaurant and 

their impacts and issues which are deemed 

„contributing to unsustainability‟ By rectifying 

the issues is more important than just identifying 

them. Providing short and long term 

recommendations for restaurants will encourage 

participation in the process. As the 
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recommendations are a core part of the tool, the 

restaurant will see these changes as easy to 

implement and the benefits (cost saving) of these 

solutions. 

6. Stakeholder 

Involvement 

EE considers employees, consumers and the 

communities in which they live when analyzing a 

restaurant.  By considering the variety of human 

needs, it makes it easier to determine how EE can 

help in removing barriers for people to meet 

these needs. 

Table 3.5 Eco-Etiquette Analysis 

Additional Characteristic Analysis. EE adopts a proactive approach to the 

labeling process.  EE decreases the likelihood of problems occurring in the 

future.  EE was designed to look at each aspect of daily operations to 

ensure all areas of business were considered.  These areas include: energy, 

water, waste, transportation, design, procurement, people (all stakeholders 

involved), and strategy.   Through the recommendation focus there are 

procurement plans in place to ensure products that are available in the 

region are ones that are low impact on society and the environment.  By 

connecting restaurants with each other in the same regions that rely on the 

same suppliers the number of deliveries made can be reduced, thus 

reducing CO2 emissions.   Encouraging communication with NGO‟s and 

governments is a successful way to facilitate in connecting these 

partnerships with the restaurant industry. EE was mainly designed for a 

Canadian/American restaurant industry but can easily be adapted to other 

regions n the world. The demand for transparency between businesses and 

consumers is recognized within the design of EE.  Communicating all 

aspects is an important factor for consumers to base their purchasing 

decisions on. If used transparently EE can build trust and confidence for 

consumers in this industry and strengthen its reputability. 
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The below table depicts with marked “X”‟s, if the existing tools and 

Eco-Etiquette meet the outlined ideal characteristics of an ideal tool. 

Key Characteristics of an Ideal Tool  
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Systems Thinking       X 

Backcasting from SPs 
      X 

Strategy X     X 

Awareness & 

Education X X X X 

Recommendations & 

Participation X X X X 

Stakeholder 

Involvement X X X X 

Additional 

Characteristics X X X X 

Table 3.6 Ideal Characteristics Comparison 

Eco-Etiquette is built to move the restaurant industry towards a desired 

sustainable future by using a strategic approach to sustainability. By 

backcasting from a sustainable vision within the four sustainability 

principles, Eco-Etiquette has less risk in creating more problems when 

solving existing ones. 
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3.5 Enhance Eco-Etiquette 

In order to make Eco-Etiquette more complete and applicable to the 

restaurant industry we sent it to some professionals in the industry.  

Following their comments and feedback we enhanced EE which can be 

seen in Appendix E as our second and final version. 

3.5.1 Feedback from Peer Groups 

As stated above, before our tool was submitted to our expert panel we 

shared it with our colleagues („peer groups‟) within the Master‟s in 

Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability programme. With these 

likeminded sustainability professionals that were also familiar with our 

framework it was a helpful process for us. With our own experience and 

education we had a good understanding of what our tool should include.  

Upon meeting with peers, we enhanced Eco Etiquette in these areas:   

a) We needed to make it more users friendly and easier to understand.   

b) Another recommendation was to add a section on recommendations 

for ways a restaurant could be more sustainable.   

c) Focusing more on awareness and education rather than only an 

assessment tool.   

We added this feedback to our tool and made some additional changes to 

the format and structure before moving on to the next step.  

3.5.2 Feedback from Expert Panel 

After these edits and changes to the template, we sent Eco-Etiquette to our 

expert panel for review. See Appendix D for details on our expert panel.  

With the opinions and feedback of professionals in the restaurant industry 
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that also had a sustainability background, we determined that we were on 

the right track and had a good understanding of what was necessary to 

consider in the daily operations of restaurants. However, there was concern 

surrounding the scoring system and the subjectivity of the assessment.     

Andre LaRivière pointed out that we needed to consider the different kinds 

of restaurants and how they differ in different usage areas, if they‟re a fast 

food, full service establishment, and how they may have different 

consumption levels depending on their needs. In his words:  

Your methodology makes several rather large assumptions and seems 

to rely on some subjective opinions…To be a useful tool for the 

foodservice industry and to drive this core change, this is where the 

recommendation/implementation side needs to clearly identify the 

world-changing measures to be taken... and their positive impact. 

(LaRivière 2008)  

Clearly the focus should be on how to encourage change and assist with 

recommendations for the industry. This opinion was also shared by Peter 

Sims who stated:  

It's important to distinguish between different restaurant concepts. Just 

as important is to distinguish between owner-operated, single owner or 

group owned, or even a “mini-chain” of restaurants vs Multi National 

Corporation‟s (ex. red lobster, McDonald's, Denny‟s etc). While the 

categories you mention pertain to both types of restaurants, for the 

most part, the nature of strategy and how they operate are completely 

different.” (Sims 2008)  

Besides making recommendations pertaining to the daily operations, some 

comments were made regarding other aspects to consider when developing 

a tool for the labeling process. The idea of creating networks within the 

industry, through supply chains and distributors has been discussed. Sims 

stated:  

There are two parallel developments occurring in the restaurant 
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industry (in Ontario).  On the one hand, there is more and more 

consolidation among food distributors, which takes away from the 

power of small restaurants to demand greener products. On the other, 

there is a lot of activity where groups are trying to connect restaurants 

directly with local farmers, which is very promising. In order to change 

the procurement behaviors of the bigger distributors, restaurants are 

going to have to form associations and networks to lobby bigger 

distributors.” (Sims 2008) 

Bill Paradis stated that suppliers are recognizing the growing consumer 

awareness and demand which is helping to drive operators and 

purveyors decisions. Paradis said that even large office-supply vendors 

have green and eco-labels and are offering a variety of product lines in 

an attempt to lure more environmentally conscious consumers (Paradis 

2008). 

Another point that was valuable in the creation of Eco-Etiquette was the 

need for the tool to make sense economically. Damian Kettlewell is a small 

business owner and stressed the fact that these businesses would ask how 

the label would profit them. He suggested the clarity of this be presented as 

a selling feature. (Kettlewell 2008) 

For more details on the feedback from our expert panel see Appendix D. 

3.6 Finalizing Eco-Etiquette 

Following feedback from our peers, advisors and our expert panel we 

realized the purpose of the tool had to change. We needed to step back and 

first come up with an idea of what the overall labeling process should look 

like, instead of focusing solely on the functionality of the tool. We initially 

created an impact rating system but it was made clear through the advice of 

our advisors and peer feedback that our focus should be on participation in 

the process rather than a pass or fail outcome. Time constraints and thesis 

guidelines forced us to get back to our main focus and try not to get stuck in 

the details of the tool. Our final version can be seen in Appendix E and 
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more on the process is discussed in section 3.4 Labeling Process for 

Restaurant.  

Our main goal for this tool is for existing organizations such as Green Table 

Network, Thimmakka, and Green Restaurant Association to find our 

research useful and helpful in enhancing their own tool. This enhancement 

will assist the restaurant industry in informing consumers better on how to 

“vote with their dollars”.  If used effectively we believe our tool can assist 

consumers to lead the industry into the right direction towards a sustainable 

restaurant industry. 

3.7 Other factors to assist 

Although eco-labels will assist consumers in making more sustainable 

purchasing options there is a need for more strategies to assist the industry, 

the following chapters will provide two other factors that are important in 

assisting a shift towards sustainability. 

3.7.1 Role of Government 

Based on the literature review, we found that government plays an 

important role in ethical consumerism (Martin and Horowitz 2005, 14-24). 

They have the responsibility to represent the people. This responsibility is 

typically reflected in government data like Agenda 21, Kyoto Protocol and 

other global agreements that improve animal welfare, environmental 

protection and the eradication of human exploitation and poverty. With the 

influence and pressure from governments, regulation is directly or 

indirectly used to help ethical consumer make better decisions. One 

successful strategy is to create tax breaks for restaurants which adopt 

environment policies and that are making efforts towards sustainability.  

This type of policy can create an incentive for change and can also make it 

financially feasible for restaurants to transform.  Governments have the 

ability to make local infrastructure and communication with local suppliers 

and buyers easier, to create a more local economy would also help increase 
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local purchasing and decrease the levels of CO2 from transportation.  

Government policies aimed at decreasing unsustainable actions (or 

conversely at increasing more sustainable actions) will have a ripple effect 

for helping to create a sustainable society.  

Another way for governments to assist in informing consumer is to promote 

sustainable labeling, which we stated earlier as consumers believing that 

improved labeling was key to enabling ethical purchasing (Harrison et al. 

2005, 71) Governments can use their networks and political power to make 

these labels official.  Their role can be to provide funding for NGOs to 

develop, monitor, and audit restaurants, while also improving their 

transparency. The government has long used the education system, media 

messages, media regulation, and labeling to try and persuade people to 

consume differently, whether for health, safety, or environmental reasons 

(Jackson and Michaelis 2003). 

As much as the government has power and influence over these issues, 

consumers can also influence and affect the government‟s decisions to 

make new polices and decisions that deal with sustainability issues. 

Consumers can influence on a smaller scale as well by their purchasing 

behavior in the restaurant industry.  Governments should have a more 

supporting role in the fight for sustainability for both ethical consumers and 

green restaurants, making it easier and convenient. 

3.7.2 Role of NGOs 

According to literature review and the analysis of the feedback and 

comments, we acknowledged that NGOs are responsible for creating more 

environmental friendly tools for consumers when purchasing, and also 

spend time to educate society about the awareness of important issues 

(Gueterbock 2004, 265-271). Consumers that are concerned by the 

un-sustainability of their community are motivated to get involved but 

don‟t always feel that they can have an effect as an individual.  By joining 

or donating to NGOs people can feel confident that they are contributing 

and making a difference. NGOs can apply tools or audits, and can educate 
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from within their networks since they have access to, and understand more 

fully about sustainability.  NGO‟s are successful in orchestrating consumer 

actions to better make their presence felt.  
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4 Discussion 

Our results show how ethical consumers within the restaurant industry can 

assist in shifting the industry into a sustainable future by utilizing the tools 

that exist to better inform them.  Besides these tools, governments and 

NGOs are also involved in this shift in two ways; by informing ethical 

consumers and by utilizing their own power and networks to make changes 

towards sustainability. By using the five-level framework to structure our 

research, we were able to analyze the restaurant industry from a thorough 

perspective and backcast from a vision of a sustainable future. We found 

gaps and information lacking in existing tools for ethical consumers to 

make sustainable purchasing decisions in the restaurant industry today. The 

following chapter will further discuss our research questions, the methods 

in which we sought answers and the results we found. By analyzing our 

own research and creating a tool, we will discuss what we found could be 

further researched.  

4.1 Analysis of Our Research 

4.1.1 Identification of Research 

Awareness of SPs: After reading articles and journals in this field, we found 

that they mainly focused on only one or two aspects of sustainability, 

usually not providing a complete definition of what a sustainable restaurant 

(industry) would look like. These results were not surprising, but gave us a 

better idea of what to include in our creation of Eco-Etiquette.  We felt 

that considering the entire industry within the constraints of the basic 

principles we could strengthen the validity of our findings. Since we have 

used our knowledge of strategic sustainable development we feel that by 

developing a tool that will bring the awareness of the basic principles for a 

sustainable society, it will not only assist in educating the industry as to 
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what a truly sustainable industry would look like, but also will assist 

consumers in making more educated decisions on where to spend their 

money. By making these sustainability principles a part of our guidelines, it 

enabled us to have a more complete view (a whole-systems perspective) of 

the industry and assisted in finding a way to lead it towards sustainability. 

Analysis of the current reality of the restaurant industry in a systems 

perspective: Once we identified the system in which our thesis focused on, 

we found that there is an increasing concern regarding the restaurant 

industry‟s contribution not only to the economy but also in how they impact 

the environment and society. We feel that there should be more attention 

placed on how to decrease these impacts.  Because these impacts can 

affect small communities and contribute to global issues, we were inspired 

to focus on ways to decrease these impacts.  As we looked into the global 

effects of this industry, we realized that we could only touch on some of the 

issues with our thesis.  Through the transportation of goods (primarily 

using fossil-based fuel sources), restaurants directly contribute to increasing 

levels of CO2, and the produce and products used contribute to degradation 

of the environment, as well as increasing concentrations of harmful 

substances in the biosphere.  Most products have a lot of packaging and 

waste that contribute to expanding landfills when not recycled. Thus, our 

research concluded that the restaurant industry, like all others, is currently 

operating in a way that contributes to the unsustainability of our society, 

especially when we consider the inclusion of supply chains and other 

secondary relationships and effects.   

Systems thinking: Many environmental issues are a phenomenon that has 

developed over the past 30-40 years. This increased awareness has 

motivated people to ask more questions before making everyday purchases. 

A common solution of course would be to solve these problems with a 

quick fix displaying fast results.  However, with these kinds of problems 

the often seem to be solved by fixing the symptoms only.  These 

symptoms often resurface or appear in another form. 

A systems analysis helps us to discover organizational structures in systems 

and create insight into the restaurant industry of causalities. By dissecting a 
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problem and then reassembling it in order to understand its components and 

feedback relationships. 

Utilizing the five-level framework: We analyzed the entire restaurant 

industry within the 5-level framework, considering the sustainability 

principles.  Using the 5-Level framework made our research more clear 

when considering each stage of the industry and the envisioned future of 

sustainability.  We were able to prioritize the most suitable actions (by 

creating the „ideal‟ eco-labeling process) that would lead the industry in the 

right direction with a flexible platform for further development as well as 

accrue economic benefits.  This process produces environmental and 

social benefits for the biosphere as a whole. 

4.1.2 Limitations of Our Research 

Time limitation: There was a limited amount of time for the development of 

this tool. It took a lot of time to contact our expert panel and receive 

feedback from them. We were able to adjust and make edits to EE, but 

didn‟t get a chance to have our tool tested in a restaurant. We would have 

liked to contribute to assisting at least one establishment become more 

sustainable by using our tool for the proposed labeling process. As well, we 

would have liked to have been able to measure how, or to what extent, an 

ethical consumer could influence the restaurant industry.  

Some of the aspects are not mentioned: We failed to analyze all 

stakeholders in the restaurant industry, such as media, universities, 

competitors, etc. They play a very important role in ethical consumer‟s 

purchasing decisions as well as having an influence on the policies of the 

restaurant industry. Community groups tend to spread the idea of 

sustainability, and more and more people are made aware of the issues this 

way. As well; the media and market trends have an influence on the 

behavior of consumers. We did not mention their role but gave a brief 

discussion on NGOs and government. This omission was primarily due to 

time constraints. 
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Region restrictions: The food industry not only represents one of the larger 

industries but food also represents the culture of different regions and 

countries. Food is an important part of religious observance and spiritual 

ritual for many different faiths, including Christianity, Judaism, Islam, 

Hinduism and Buddhism. We focused mainly on the North America region 

(and therefore the cultures included within it) but recognize that restaurant 

industries all over the world could benefit from our research. 

There are more than three existing tools: There are a lot of existing tools 

and labels for ethical consumers to make purchasing decisions.  In the 

restaurant industry there are some that exist around the world that we didn‟t 

analyze. Again, since we targeted North America only, we only focused on 

three tools: Green table, Thimmakka and Green Restaurant Association, 

which we consider as the most popular and relatively sustainability-minded 

in the North America region. 

Limited information on restaurant industry. Although there is a lot of 

information on the current restaurant industry, we were not able to find 

detailed information related to the sustainability risks that the restaurant 

industry is facing. We gathered useful information about ethical consumers 

in different industries; however, there was a lack of information about 

ethical consumers within the restaurant industry. 

4.2 Analysis of Eco-Etiquette 

When considering our tool using the aforementioned ideal tool 

characteristics, the advantages of Eco-Etiquette when compared with other 

existing tools are:  

Awareness of sustainability: The tool we created incorporates the use of 

sustainability principles, and with the help of systems thinking, our tool can 

be considered as a more strategic one. It assists in resolving not only 

existing problems in the restaurant industry today, but avoids creating 

future problems, and foresees any risks that may arise. This can have a 

great impact on the community and the communities of where products and 
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agriculture is imported from. 

Strategic: EE assists a restaurant to select strategic actions in becoming a 

sustainability leader, while recognizing the need to leave room for further 

development within these strategic guidelines and actions.  This is key to 

incorporate in the labeling process to ensure these actions are flexible while 

also considering the long term profitability.  This is a more successful 

planning process for all stakeholders involved and takes all aspects of the 

restaurant into consideration.   

Global and flexible: As listed earlier, the three tools we chose to analyse 

have a rather specific targeted region, (GRA mainly in America, GTN in 

BC, Canada, and Thimmakka in the west coast of America. These are not 

global tools for ethical consumers. This is why we designed Eco-Etiquette 

with the intent to serve as a tool that could be applied globally. Our idea 

was that all restaurants have similar business models and rely on similar 

industries for products and materials.  We created a tool that is flexible and 

can be modified according to needs and changes within the industry. 

Through our analysis of existing tools and research we believe that there is 

room to improve on Eco-Etiquette, but it is a good example of what one 

should encompass.   

There are still some sustainability risks that exist. According to the 

feedback and comments we received from our expert panel, there are also 

some parts of the tool that are not suitable for the daily operation of all 

establishments. There are still some gaps in our tool: 

No measurable indicators for return on investment:  Because we were not 

able test our tool we do not know to what the exact results could be and 

how to quantify it while leading restaurants to be sustainable and successful 

at the same time.  A cost benefit analysis would assist in this process. 

Validity: Consumers and the restaurant industry may also have a different 

interpretation of the tool, its purpose, and outcome.  Eco-Etiquette would 

need to been interpreted as a valuable tool in order for it to have any 

influence in this industry.  Focusing on communicating with all 
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stakeholders will ensure transparency and trust amongst the employees, 

consumers, and the community. 

4.3 Further Development 

Extend the applicability to other regions: For EE and our research to be 

applicable in other regions, it would be necessary to make some changes in 

the way a restaurant would be assessed and how they‟d participate in the 

labeling process. Based on our research and work thus far, we hope that it 

could still be used as a guideline which could be used by other 

sustainability-minded organizations for the global restaurant industry. 

Create a handbook for ethical consumers and restaurant industry: In the 

future, when EE has been tested and enhanced, it would be good to have 

one handbook for ethical consumers and one for the restaurant industry.  

These handbooks should provide restaurant owners, ethical consumers and 

other organizations with a quick reference resource that contains ways in 

which a systematic understanding of sustainability and related concepts can 

be effectively communicated. Having a handbook from each perspective 

should function as a stand-alone resource in which the concepts of this 

thesis are summarized and presented in a manner that is conducive to 

simple comprehension. Additionally, the handbook will offer creative 

examples of ways to simply communicate concepts of strategic sustainable 

development within everyday life and operations of a business. 

Further development within Eco-Etiquette: This development could be 

considered as a part of the Deming Cycle.  We have finished the first cycle 

of plan, do, and check and analyze. For further research, we should start 

from the planning section, and gather the feedback from experts in both the 

restaurant industry and the sustainability field, edit, and enhance the tool, 

when finding out the gaps and building on it. 

Further research on animal welfares. From a FSSD perspective, one aspect 

we found an important factor in ethical consumerism is that the 

mistreatment of animals is not considered to be a violation of the system 
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conditions.  It is not clear within the sustainability principles where this 

fits.  This is one of the main reasons that consumers boycott products.  

The treatment of animals is a grey area in society in general.  While there 

are laws in most regions of the world to protect animals, the definition of 

what harm is, is not always clear.  

In food production there are many ways that animals are abused and 

neglected. In transport animals are often crammed into small cages and 

their basic needs are not considered.  Here in Sweden there has been 

discussion as to the treatment of sheep when their wool is removed in a 

harmful and painful way.  Once this became public, consumers boycotted 

these products and created a lot of bad publicity for companies involved 

(The Local 2008) 

We, the authors, feel that it is important that people should not undermine 

animals‟ rights not only by destroying their habitat but also considering 

their well being and needs. Animals coexist with humans within the 

biosphere, and are much more than a member of our food chain.  They are 

an important aspect of our ecosystems and their roles are an integral part of 

our biological chain.  We believe that the treatment of animals should be 

better explored within sustainability definitions. Throughout our 

presentations and discussions with peers this is a reoccurring debate that 

may be an interesting future thesis subject.   
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5 Conclusion 

Ethical consumers have the inclination to do “good”.  Awareness is 

surpassing ignorance and the pressure of making our world one that will be 

here for generations ahead is increasingly being seen as an individual‟s 

responsibly as opposed to the government or corporate world‟s.  

Conversations of sustainability are becoming more frequent in social and 

professional settings, and in the media.  Citizens and consumers are 

assuming responsibility as individuals and taking action with how they 

support or boycott certain labels, corporations, products and businesses.  

Whether consumers demand purple t-shirts or sustainable purchasing 

options, the market will catch on and adapt to these demands.  And what 

people want they get - as in what the market demands – companies supply.  

There has been an increased wave of demand for more sustainable 

purchasing options recently and although this is a good sign for 

sustainability it may be a case of fixing one problem and causing another.  

Consumers mean well but are not informed enough to make perfectly 

ethical and sustainable purchasing decisions.   

The restaurant industry has an increasing impact on the development of 

society. However, it also significantly contributes to environmental 

degradation, pollution, and global warming, etc. Based on our findings, 

ethical consumers have awareness and the power to shift a much needed 

change in the market. In order for this process to be more successful, we 

develop strategies to assist them; the main strategy for them discussed in 

this paper is to provide a sustainable label to identify a restaurant that 

contributes to the environment and society in a positive way. When putting 

the whole industry within the constraints of the sustainability principles and 

by identifying the gaps of existing tools, we come up with Eco-Etiquette to 

bridge this gap as an example of an ideal tool to enhance the ethical 

consumer‟s decision making model.  
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Appendix A Business Case 

Bob Willard discusses why companies have resisted sustainability strategies 

and focuses on two emerging drivers that promise to spur corporate 

commitment to sustainability strategies: 

1. A compelling business case  

2. A "perfect storm" of threatening market forces on the horizon that 

range from climate change to rising demands of stakeholders. 

Below is a description of the Business Benefits which emphasize the 

importance of how sustainability is presented to businesses using the 

„right‟ language. 

Business Benefits Summary 

1.Easier Hiring of the Best Talent Four kinds of messages: 

 Go with a Winner 

 Big Risk, Big Reward 

 Lifestyles 

 Save the World 

2. Higher Retention of Top Talent “22 meaning keys”: Acknowledgement, Ownership, 

Balance, Personal Development, Challenge, 

Purpose, Dialogue, Relationship-building, 

Direction, Relevance, Equality, Relevance, 

Equality, Respect, Fit, Self-identity, Flexibility, 

Service, Information, Support, Invention, 

Validation, Oneness, Worth 
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3.Increasing Employee Productivity 

 

4.Reduced Expenses in Manufacturing  Savings from materials and energy 

substitutions 

 Savings from reducing the materials, energy 

and water used per product 

 Savings from redesign 

 Savings from reducing, reusing, and recycling 

scrap material 

 Savings from packaging, transportation and 

approval cycles 

 Tracking environmental costs 

5.Reduced Expenses at Commercial Sites  Savings on employee discretionary 

consumables 

 Savings from improved waste handling 

 Savings from energy efficiencies 

 Savings from water conservation 

 Savings from lower landscaping costs 

 Savings from reduced office space and less 

business travel 

6.Increased Revenue/Market Share  Increased mind share from endorsements by 

external agencies 

 Increased mind share from “noise” about 

environmental products 

 Increased market share from attraction of 

“green” consumers 

 Increased revenue from higher customer 

retention/loyalty 

 Increased profits from “dematerialization 

 New market 

 New revenue opportunities from 
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environmental services 

7. Reduced Risk, Easier Financing  Lower market risk 

 Lower balance sheet risk 

 Lower operating risk 

 Lower capital cost risk 

 Lower sustainability risk 

 Lower cost of capital: it‟s easier to attract 

investors 

 

Source: Willard,Bob. 2005. The Next Sustainability Wave 
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Appendix B Max-Neef Human Needs Matrix 

Human Needs as defined by Max-Neef are like all sustainability aspects, 

must be understood from a systems perspective, as they are all interrelated 

and interactive.   

Need 
Being 

(qualities) 

Having 

(things) 

Doing 

(actions) 

Interacting 

(settings) 

Subsistence 
Physical and 

mental health 
Food, shelter, work 

Feed, clothe, 

rest. work 

Living 

environment, 

social setting 

Protection 

Care, 

adaptability, 

autonomy 

Social security, 

heath systems, work 

Co-operate, 

plan, take care 

of, help 

Social 

environment, 

dwelling 

Affection 

Respect, sense 

of humor, 

generosity, 

sensuality 

Friendships, family, 

relationships with 

nature 

Share, take 

care of, make 

love. Express 

emotions 

Privacy, intimate 

spaces of 

togetherness 

Understanding 

Critical 

capacity, 

curiosity, 

intuition 

Literature, teachers, 

policies, educational 

Analyze, 

study, 

meditate, 

investigate 

Schools, families, 

universities, 

communities 

Participation 

Respcetiveness, 

dedication, 

sense of humor 

Responsibilities, 

duties, work, rights 

Cooperate, 

dissent, 

express 

opinions 

Associations, 

parties, churches, 

neighborhoods 

Leisure 

Imagination, 

tranquility, 

spontaneity 

Games, parties, 

peace of mind 

Day-dream, 

remember, 

relax, have 

fun 

Landscapes, 

intimate spaces, 

places to be alone 

Creation 

Imagination, 

boldness, 

inventiveness, 

Abilities, skills, 

work, techniques 

Invent, build, 

design, work, 

compose, 

Spaces for 

expression, 

workshops, 
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curiosity interpret audiences 

Identity 

Sense of 

belonging, 

self-esteem, 

consistency 

Language, religions, 

work, customs, 

values, norms 

Get to know 

oneself, grow, 

commit 

oneself 

Places one belongs 

to, everyday 

settings 

Freedom 

Autonomy, 

passion, 

self-esteem, 

open-mindednes

s 

Equal rights 

Dissent, 

choose, run 

risks, develop 

awareness 

anywhere 

Source: Max-Neef, Manfred. 1991. Human Scale Development: Conception, 

Application and Further Reflections. New York: Apex Press. 
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Appendix C Eco-Etiquette 

Eco-Etiquette  

A Tool for Sustainability in the Restaurant Industry 

What is Eco-Etiquette?   

The goal of a tool such as this, is to assist consumers in the restaurant industry to make ethical and sustainable decisions, serving as a balanced 

scorecard to inform and educate individuals on ethical consumerism and best practices in the industry. 

Why do I need this tool?   

Restaurants are major contributors to excessive amounts of waste, and utilize high levels of energy and water as a part of daily operations. Through the 

importation of produce, food and other supplies, transportation methods produces increasing amounts of CO2, directly contributing to Global 

Warming.  Excessive dependence on produce availability contributes to agricultural degradation and rising transportation costs worldwide. 

Restaurants often directly contribute to over harvesting and unsustainable farming practices through their supply chain activity.  As the second largest 

employer in the US and Canada, restaurants have significant responsibility in providing a fair, safe, rewarding and lucrative work environment.  By 

meeting the needs of all stakeholders and using a strategic approach to sustainability, the bottom line of an organization will benefit as well as the 

community in which it operates. 

Where do I start?   

We've recognized that there are not many readily available tools, labels, or certifications in the restaurant industry to assist in moving towards 

sustainability.  With appropriate tools and education, ethical consumerism has the potential for advancing large-scale change. We hope that this 

user-friendly tool, easy to follow and simple to implement, not only minimizes the eco-footprint of a restaurant but assists a restaurant in becoming a 

sustainability leader within its community. 
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Glossary 

Strategic Sustainable 

Development 
(SSD) is a strategic approach to sustainable development and is a field of study that exists within the public domain 

Sustainability Principles  In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing: 

SP #1 Concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust; 

SP #2 Concentrations of substances produced by society 

SP #3 Degradation by physical means 

SP #4 People are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs 

Human Needs (Max-Neef) 

Focused and based on the satisfaction of fundamental human needs, on the generation of growing levels of 

self-reliance, and on the construction of organic articulations of people with nature and technology, of global 

processes with local activity, of the personal with the social, of planning with autonomy, and of civil society with the 

state. 

Subsistence 

Protection 

Affection 

Understanding 

Participation 

Leisure 

Creation 

Identity 

Freedom 
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Eco-Etiquette Sustainability Assessment 

Restaurant Name Contact Name Contact Number Address 

      

Dates   Type of services offered:   

Intro Meeting   Fine Dinning   

    

Assessment   Table Service   

Follow up #1   Fast Food/Take out   

Follow up #2   Fast Food/Delivery   

Additional visits   Cafeteria   

   Bakery   

   Other   

Things to consider unique to this establishment:    

        

Sustainability Consultant:     

  

Comments:     
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Rating Details 

Score Rating Details Explanation 

1 No attempt 
No effort put into minimizing impacts of actions/products, (using non-renewable materials, excess 

packaging) 

2 Little attempt  Little effort into minimizing impacts of actions/products 

3 Average-In Compliance Comply with minimum actions, meeting regulations 

4 Above average-Making an effort Making considerable efforts towards sustainable actions/products 

5 Exceeding Expectations Best actions/products available (low impact products, local, organic, natural etc) 

 

Energy 

Area of Concern Actions Rating (1-5) Details 

 

Refrigerator 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of refrigerators?     

Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount of food)     

Freezers 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of freezers?     

Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount of food)     

Ovens 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of ovens?     
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Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount of food)     

Stoves 

A certified energy saving appliance? (unless gas operated)      

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of stoves?     

Microwaves 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of Microwaves?     

Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount of food)     

Dish washers 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of washers?     

Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount of dishes)     

POS Terminals 

A certified energy saving terminal?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of terminals?     

 Powered down/off when not in use?     

Hand dryer 

A certified energy saving dryer?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of dryers?     

Powered off when not in use?     

Lighting 
Certified energy saving bulbs?     

Electricity usage?     
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Excess # of lights?     

Turned off when not in use?     

AC/Heat 

A certified energy saving machines?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of units?     

Powered down/off when not in use?     

Cleaned, checked regularly for clogs, leaks etc.     

Windows/doors kept closed?     

Office Technology       

(Computers, Photocopiers) 

A certified energy saving machines?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess use or # of units?     

Other appliances(if electric) 

A certified energy saving appliance?     

Electricity usage?     

Excess # of appliances?     

Interior designed efficiently? (can hold max amount)     

 

Water 

Area of Concern Actions Rating 1-5 Details 

 Dish washing   

Use of water saving techniques?     

Amount of water dispersed     

Over use/un necessary use     
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Cleaning 

Limited use of water used     

Reuse of grey water, cooking water?     

Unnecessary water use     

Drinking 
Tap/filtered water     

Wasted/not used? (large jugs to tables)     

 Washrooms 

Automatic turn off?     

Low flow toilets     

Low flow nozzles/aerators      

Urinals (less water use)     

 

Waste 

Area of Concern Actions Rating 1-5 Details 

 Water 

Waste water being reused?     

Water usage levels     

Separate water from chemicals?     

 Food 
Compost? Donate to local farms?     

Other disposal methods?     

Oil 
Disposal of oil-grease traps?     

Reuse/donate?     

Packaging       

 (Regular Take-out) 

Paper products 

Materials used for packaging      

Recycling excess packaging     
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Reuse packaging when possible     

 (Toilet paper Napkins  Recycle/compost     

General paper use) 

 

 

Reduce use     

Use of cloth napkins/towels     

Paper waste amounts generated     

 

Transportation 

Transportation Area of Concern Rating (1-5) Details 

(Carbon use) Amount of products that come from local organizations?     

  Amount of products that come from international imports     

  Distance of delivery area (large/small)     

  Encourage pick up/take out as alternative     

  Mode of transportation used- (fuel used, bike?)     

  Carbon offset plan in place?     

 

Procurement 

Area of Concern Actions/Products Rating 1-5 Details 

 Paper 

Napkins, paper towel, toilet paper     

Office paper     

POS paper (chits)     

Printing services: Menu's/advertising etc     

Coffee Filters     
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Take out containers     

 Food 
Coffee, tea     

   

 

Dairy (Milk, cheese, Yogurt)     

Eggs     

Meat     

Seafood     

Bread     

Baking (Pastries, Muffins etc)     

Specialty food-Imports     

Specialty food-Local     

Sugar, Flour     

Spices     

Sauces     

Other Food products     

Other Ingredients     

 Beverages 

Wines-imported/local     

Beer     

Liquors     

Soft drinks     

Bottle beverages (water, sparkling, juice etc)     

Canned beverages     
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Hand soap     

Polish (floor/furniture)     

Deodorizers      

 Other 

Take out containers     

Disposable cutlery     

Light bulbs     

Uniforms     

 

Design 

Area of Concern Actions/Products Rating 1-5 Details 

  

Construction 

  

Building design (design of windows, roof etc)     

Building materials (renewable/reused/recycled)     

Building location      

  

Green Space 

  

Plants indoor     

Green space outside      

Space design-efficient?     

Parking Space 
In building/parking garage?     

Design/drainage for run off? Near green space?     

Furniture 
Materials (tables, chairs)     

Quality-Durability (Lifecycle)     

Decorations 
Materials (flowers, etc)     

Quality-Durability (Lifecycle)     
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Strategy 

Area of Concern Actions Rating 1-5 Details 

Vision 

 

Vision exists and is clear     

Sustainability included in vision     

Communicate vision of success     

Marketing Strategy 

Promotions and marketing campaigns exist     

Targeted at consumer groups     

Strategy communicated in attractive & engaging manner     

Recruitment Strategy 

Employees that share vision (good fit)     

Employees are aware of and share ideas on sustainability      

General quality of employees (education, training, personality, etc)     

  Relationship with local culinary schools      

Training Strategy 

Training opportunities for employees     

Communicate policies, org. strategies     

Make employees aware of sustainability "rules" internally     

Management 

Competitive, productive, supportive, environment     

Promotions are available regularly     

Supportive of overall business model and vision      

Encourages and motivates employees      
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People 

Area of Concern Actions Rating 1-5 Details 

Consumers 

 

Food satisfaction (feedback?)     

Prepare special requests (dietary restrictions, allergies)     

Nutritional value a factor in preparation     

Customer service satisfaction     

   

 

Consider consumer feedback and make changes     

Consumers like the atmosphere and design?     

Consumers are aware of sustainability issues?     

Employees 

Wages are reflective of work expected     

Overworked?-Working regular shifts (8hrs or less) and have enough breaks      

Employee satisfaction levels are considered     

Employee evaluations offered regularly     

Training is offered regularly to benefit on the job performance     

Working environment is fair and competitive     

Employees are involved in strategy/visioning     

Health and safety is a factor     

Awareness and educated on sustainable standards     

Communities 
Does restaurant contribute to the local community?     

Do you contribute in a negative way in the community?     
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Other Stakeholders 
Government, local, provincial, national     

NGO's     

 

How to Save Energy (and $) 

What Why 

Room Temperature Control   

Set thermostat 78 degrees 

During opening hours, and raise the setting to 85 degrees when closed. The energy savings can 

be significant - as much as 2 percent of your air conditioning costs for each one degree that you 

raise the thermostat. 

Use programmable thermostat  

Makes it easy to adjust the settings as well as regulate the temperature when you are closed to 

avoid unnecessary cooling costs. Consider a locking cover over the thermostat to avoid having 

employees change temperature settings 

Close window blinds  To shade your rooms from direct sunlight 

Allow your workers to wear comfortable clothing 

during hot weather 
It makes little sense to keep a room cold enough that workers must wear suits and coats. 

Keep exterior and freight doors closed as much as 

possible. 

Consumers frequently complain about retailers who run their air conditioning on high to keep 

their stores as cold as possible while leaving their doors wide open. 

Keep cooling and ventilation systems tuned 
Maintain a regular filter replacement and cleaning schedule. Don't forget to check ducts and pipe 

insulation. 

Install window film, solar screens or awning in 

south and west facing windows. 

Solar control window films applied to existing glass in windows and doors is an effective 

method to reduce peak demand during hot months and conserve energy anytime air conditioning 

might be required.  
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Install ceiling fans  They make it feel at least four degrees cooler during the summer 

Install reflective roofing For hot seasons the heat will reflect instead of absorb into the building 

  

Energy Reduction-Appliances etc.   

Change light bulbs to low energy ones Reduces the energy consumption tremendously 

Switch off/unplug  appliances/lighting etc. when 

not in use 
  

When buying new cooling and ventilation units - 

choose ENERGY STAR.  
They are 20 to 30 percent more efficient than older models. 

Install an air conditioning-economizer  to bring in outside air when it's cool. 

Insulate water heaters and supply pipes.   

Rewire restroom fans to operate when the lights 

are turned on. 
  

If possible, install ceiling and wall insulation 
You will save money on your monthly utility bills and your employees/customers will be more 

comfortable 

Keep refrigerators/freezers full Uses less energy to keep cool when full 

 

How to Save Water (and $) 

What Why 

Kitchen/Washroom   

Change taps to one lever knob 
Lets you find the desired water temperature quickly. This means staff won't 

waste water trying to get the balance right. 
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Checking for leaks in taps, pipes and hoses  
An easy way to reduce water wastage. One leaking tap can waste more than 

2,000 litres a month. 

Turn your taps off lightly and replace washers as soon as they begin to 

leak 
To reduce leaks. Leaking taps can waste up to 200 litres of water each day.  

Use low flow taps or tap aerators  More efficient than ordinary taps and reduce splashing. 
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Insert brick or 1 liter bottle full of water in toilet tank 
This takes up space in existing tanks and reduces the amout the tank fills up 

to after each flush 

Install dual-flush toilets They use half as much water as conventional models. 

Install urinals (for men‟s washrooms) They use less water than toilets (waterless ones do exist)  

Operations   

Run dishwasher with full loads  
 This saves water and energy, and reduces the amount of detergent entering 

the sewer system. 

Washing fruit and veggies in a half filled sink  Instead of under running water is a great way to cut back on water wastage. 

Rinsing your dishes in a plugged sink or bowl  Rather than under a running tap saves water and is just as easy and effective. 

Use sink strainers  

What you put down the drain can cause blockages and pollute our 

environment. Remember to regularly clean filters  and use a sink strainer 

when you pull the plug out of sinks. 

Instal wastewater treatment system  to recycle water and cut down on water bills. 

When cleaning, use a bucket to wash and rinse  instead of running the taps or hose which wastes more water. 

 

How to Reduce Waste 

What Why 

Reduce packaging materials (procurement policy) Reduces non recyclables, and waste to landfill (cost savings) 

Recycle! Almost everything can be recycled and reduces waste landfills 

Reuse materials were possible This can save money and reduces waste 

Compost! 
Sell or give food scraps to farmers who can process them for feed (check with local health and 

agricultural agencies). 
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Use durable clothes towels, tablecloths, napkins, 

dishes, flatware, cups and glasses. 
Will save money, don't have to replace materials as often 

Donate excess food (or allow employees to take 

home) 
Reduces wasted food while also contributing to your community 

Offer smaller portions (small, medium, large 

portions) 
Reduces wasted food 

Provide condiments in bulk dispensers.  Reduces packaging and saves money 

Advertise surplus and reusable waste items through 

a commercial waste exchange 
Your waste is another's treasure! 

Purchase a worm bin   to convert food wastes (banana peels, coffee grounds) into high quality potting soil. 

Use reusable coffee filters or unbleached disposable 

filters. 
Reduces waste and harmful chemicals (also cheaper) 

Reuse trash can liners or eliminate where possible. Reduces waste and plastics 

Consider using cloth roll towels, hot air dryers, large 

paper rolls in restrooms, or buy lighter/smaller-sized 

paper towels. 

 

Plant herb and or vegetables garden If you have the space this is a cost saving way to self sustain some produce  

 

How to Decrease CO2 through Minimizing Transportation 

What Why 

Inputs   

Buy Locally Reduces transportation distance while supporting local economy  
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Share suppliers and delivery schedules 
By communicating with other restaurants in the area as to their delivery schedule, this route can be shared and 

the frequency of deliveries decreased 

Create Networks through supply chains Linking sustainable supply chain options 

 

Procurement 

Adopt a Sustainable Purchasing Policy   

Examples:   

GIRD "Smart Steps" Purchasing Guide www.gvrd.bc.ca/SmartSteps/pdfs/SustainablePurchasing.pdf 

Wrap (Idea, UK) Sustainable Procurement http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/aio/69979 

The "Canny Guide" www.cannybuyer.com/pocket-file.shtml 

 

Green Design 

What Why 

Think Green- plants, gardens etc. Indoor/outdoor plants can improve air quality 

Use durable and sustainable products Longer lifecycle and less impact 

If building new-use LEEDS (or similar) building standards Can be cost saving for energy as well as minimal impact 

Adopt environment friendly building design (CO2 free, green building)  
Reduce environment impact, CO2 emission, minimizing damage to 

landscape  

Use local and native vegetation for green space   
Reduces environment impact and allows natural species to grow 

easily-decreasing introduction of foreign plants 

Purchasing decor products with eco-labels and produced locally  Informed purchasing decision  

Reasonable allocate of building space used Reduce footprint and make the most of land use 
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Efficiency irrigation system  Saves water and reduces cost  

Applying recognized standards (ISO，LEED etc.) Good to control and stay informed in the design process  

 

Sustainable Strategy 

What Why 

Vision   

Create a Vision for Success Backcast from sustainable vision to plan how to arrive at success 

Stakeholder Involvement Highlights key aspects that of the organization 

Stakeholder Involvement Necessary to recognize the strategic steps towards  vision 

Identify sustainability aspects Avoid creating another problem when solving existing one 

Set goals & action plans to arrive at success Make short-term goals and action plans that are in line with long-term vision 

Marketing Strategy   

Market Sustainabiliy Effective way to differientiant and become a leader in the indusrty 

Identify target market Measures that are specific for attracting desired customers-more efficient  

Explore new market opportunities  Enlarge customer base and increase sustainable market 

Recruitment Strategy   

Recruit people that "fit"  Like minded people work well together and are motivated to share in the vision of the org.  

Training Strategy   

Cooperate with local culinary schools Quality training of employees and a way to stay involved in the community 

Offer sustainability focused training program Assist employees to become engaged in the importance of sustainability  

Management   
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Employee involvement 
Ensure management have an awareness of the vision and can commutate and involve 

employees 

Promotion opportunities Opportunity to progress is key for inspiring employees to work hard and productively 

 

People 

What Why 

Awareness   

Provide incentives for staff  
by linking to staff performance reviews staff will work harder to ensure 

behaviors change 

Use visual tools like charts and graphs to highlight savings to employees. 
Works well as a reminder that as well as environmentally good it can also 

save $  

Mention sustainable plans and progress in staff meetings. Encouraging and motivation fro staff to feel they are making a difference 

Use communication tools like bulletins, newsletters and emails to send staff 

water saving ideas, announcements, progress reports and news of special 

achievements. 

Communicating status and ideas is a good way to motivate 

Establish an ideas box to encourage employees to suggest ways to save 

water, energy, waste etc. 
Involvement is fun, and staff might think of innovative new ways to save 

Encourage your staff to adopt these practices at home as well 
Good example of "walking your talk" and encouraging eco behavior to 

spread 

Include sustainability policies and procedures in staff training programs. Important to communicate this as important as other policies 
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Appendix D Expert Panel 

André LaRivière is the Executive Director of The Green Table Network.  

Andre's first career was as a CBC Radio music and variety producer in his 

hometown of Winnipeg.  He then trained at New York‟s French Culinary 

Institute and worked in restaurant kitchens in France before taking up a 

freelance career as a food journalist in Vancouver, where his columns on 

food and the food industry have appeared in local and national 

publications. Along with stints on the boards of Farm Folk/City Folk and 

Vancouver Farmers Markets, he is currently a member of the City of 

Vancouver's Food Policy Council.  

Damian Kettlewell owns and operates the Great Bear Pub in Burnaby 

B.C.  He is also the deputy leader of the Green Party of British 

Columbia.  Kettlewell serves as chair of the Rivershed Society of British 

Columbia, and as executive director of BC EcoEvents. He ran as a 

candidate for the Green Party of British Columbia in the provincial riding 

of Vancouver-Point Grey in 2005. 

Bill Paradis is the General Manager of the White Dog Café in 

Philadelphia. The White Dog Café provides award-winning cuisine and 

social activism, the cafe presents numerous events throughout the year 

which “please palates while raising consciousness.”  The White Dog 

Café also supports sustainable agriculture by purchasing seasonal, local, 

organic ingredients from local farmers whenever possible.  

Peter Sims graduated from Carleton University, with a degree in 

International Business, and attended the Strategic Leadership toward 

Sustainability Master‟s programme in 2005-2006.  He developed a 

passion for quality food while working in the service industry, in order to 

support his studies.  He is now following his passion for complexity 

theory, sustainability, and other “sticky problems” as he pursues a career 

in sustainability consulting 
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Appendix E Feedback from Expert Panel 

Expert Panel Feedback - Pete Sims 

Tab Area Comments 

Eco-Etiquette SP's You may want to insert a hyperlink that further explains the s.c.'s and backcasting 

Info Type of Restaurant 

This is good.  It's important to distinguish between different restaurant concepts.  Just as 

important is to distinguish between SMEs (owner-operated, single owner or group owned, or even 

a “mini-chain” of restaurants)vs. MNCs (ex. Red Lobster, McDonald's, Denny's etc).  While the 

categories you mention pertain to both types of restaurants, for the most part, the nature of strategy 

and how they operate are completely different.  For example, Red Lobster is responsible for about 

25% of seafood purchasing in the U.S. (don't quote me on that stat) and McDonald‟s purchasing 

power is enormous.  To put these guys in the same category as a small chef-owned bistro, could 

potentially water down the value of your strategy section 

Rating Rating Details 

Is this rating system inspired by Willard's “5 stage model”?  I like it, but I feel there may by some 

confusion between stages 1,2,3.  Depending on the country/city/society etc., it is possible that there is 

little difference between stage 1 and 3.  For example in Ottawa, while it is illegal to pour used deep 

fryer oil down the drain, it is not illegal to throw out compostable and recyclables.  Many restaurants do 

almost nothing to reduce their impacts, and are not breaking the law. 
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Rating Details 

I see this rating system as being potentially difficult to quantify with metrics.  For example, a mid-sized 

restaurant uses literally hundreds of different products, mostly ingredients, during its operations.  It 

would be very difficult to calculate the footprint of LCA of each of those.  I will look around to see 

what some of the more progressive restaurants are using. 

Rating Details 

The idea of “best available” is very important and will vary greatly depending on the region in which the 

restaurant is located.  Italy, for example, has access to high quality produce all year round.  Ontario, 

on the other hand, is quite limited in the types of food it can offer during winter.  That being said, I 

know of some seasonal restaurants that do some very innovative stuff during winter. It is often limited to 

higher-end fine dining restaurants, with a more sophisticated clientele, and also one that is willing to pay 

more for “better” ingredients.  Another, question/comment:  Have you thought of a way of ensuring 

that users don't stop in their search once they adopt best action “available”, and try and imagine 

products/processes etc. that don't yet exist?  Is this not the essence of backcasting?  I see that you have 

the word in bold so you probably have thought about this. 

Energy 

Appliances 

A general comment about appliances. Many small restaurants do not often buy appliances, but inherit 

them when they take over a space, and cannot afford to buy new ones. On the other hand, chains often 

design their interiors from scratch, using standardized equipment for all of their locations.  There may 

be an interesting business model where people provide new efficient appliances to those that can't afford 

them, and use a savings-sharing scheme...just a thought. 

 
Have you done any research about different efficiency standards for equipment? I haven't really looked 

into it, but I could if you like. 

Refrigerators 
An interesting point here about design of fridges. Another possible question to ask is if the container in 

which food is stored is optimal for maximizing space. 
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Stoves Most often, stoves and ovens are powered by natural gas, not electricity. 

Procurement  

I shall just make a general comment about supply chains. There are two parallel developments occurring 

in the restaurant industry (in Ontario).  On the one hand, there is more and more consolidation among 

food distributors, which takes away from the power of small restaurants to demands greener products.  

On the other, there is a lot of activity where groups are trying to connect restaurants directly with local 

farmers, which is very promising.  In order to change the procurement behaviors of the bigger 

distributors, restaurants are going to have to form associations and networks to lobby the Ciscos (big 

distributor). If this could be accomplished, then they would have a lot of influence on the big agro-biz 

farms. 

Design 

Building Design 

A key question again is whether restaurants have a lot of leverage in retrofitting their spaces. This is 

often determined by the terms of the lease with landlords. Advances in restaurant design will have to 

co-evolve with overall innovations in building design and leasing arrangements. 

Building Location 
Very important consideration:  proximity to transportation.  Amount of foot traffic?  Basically 

whether the restaurant is located in a central mixed-use neighborhood or in the suburbs. 

Materials 

Comment on Lifecycles: I have yet to see a cradle-to-cradle design for restaurant furniture and 

equipment, but I think that it's an ideal industry in which to use the concept, because of the iterative 

nature of customer-supplier relationships. Again, many small restaurants face cash flow constraints that 

prevent them from upgrading their equipment. I have often encountered a very ST perspective in many 

owner/managers.  It's the upfront price that they look at, not the overall operating costs. It 's probably a 

question of awareness. 
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Strategy 

 

 

 

Vision 

I have never seen an independently-owned restaurant with an explicit vision. The vocab that is often 

used is more concept and philosophy, bust doesn‟t seem to be used in the same way as corporate visions. 

Philosophies often include can include concepts like slowfood, seasonal and local cuisine.  An example: 

http://www.domuscafe.ca/Home/tabid/2340/Default.aspx Overall I have found that there is a strong 

aversion to the more theoretical and conceptual approaches to strategy. Very important for practitioners 

to keep in mind when communicating with stakeholders.  An interesting article on managers' attitudes 

towards theory: Christensen, c. and Raynor, M (2003). “Why Hard-nosed executives should care more 

about business theory” HBR, Sep.:67-74 

Recruitment 
While fit is key to employee satisfaction and overall restaurant success, I have never seen a formal 

visioning process in which employees are involved.  I  

 

hope that somewhere this is being done,, but I have never seen it.  For you theoretical model, there is an 

interesting model offered by Porter and Kramer in HBR “Strategy and Society” which uses Porter's 

classic strategy models.  It could be useful for framing the landscape that restaurants operate in.  I can 

send you the link.  

Training 
I don't know of any formal training strategies in which employees are trained to internalize a systematic 

understanding of sustainability, but it is really important! 

People Other Stakeholders 

NGO are very important in order to educate both restaurants and consumers.  The bottled water issue 

has been brought to the fore largely because of NGOs.  Greenpeace again has done great work with 

their  
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Results  

This last comment about %50 score = sustainable I find to be inconsistent with the SDD approach, in 

which there is no “arrival” but a constant striving towards compliance with the s.c.'s. Very interesting 

issue... 

comments 

 

Also, related to ST vs. LT, I would make a spectrum of actions according to sphere of influence, which 

is mostly likely related to time.  Sphere of influence is related to the size and assets of an organization. 

For the small firms, forming networks and associations will be key.  For example, sourcing organic 

milk might be an easier ST action than retrofitting restaurant equipment, which may not be available, too 

expensive etc.  

 

I like this ST vs. Long term distinction. Also I do feel that your general categories are more logical to a 

restauranteur than be organizing them according to s.c.'s. That being said, do you plan to have these 

recommendations informed by the s.c.s? 

Overall 

Suggestions 
 

I hope the comments are useful. Without quite knowing the exact context in which you wanted me to 

answer, I did my best to cover the TNS perspective, the checklist based on my experience and any other 

ideas and perspectives that I thought would be helpful.  

 

Expert Panel Feedback - Andre LaRiviere 

Over all Comments 

I think all the fundamentals are there, and you've certainly done a better job of capturing the social element of sustainability versus the GTN protocol. 

However, I'm concerned that, as a user-friendly tool, your methodology makes several rather large assumptions and seems to rely on some subjective 

opinions. 
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That's probably since I don't have all the details: I assume that your rating systems will be supported by concrete measurements, protocols,etc, that 

define what constitutes 'little effort' versus 'average,' and the standards/regulations for compliance. I gather there would be a big fat reference book or 

training manual for the sustainability consultant  based on your 'max-neef' (?) standards. For example, I am curious about the formula and criteria 

that determine what an 'excess number' of appliances or other installations are? Is this universal? How would it differ for a hotel fine-dining room or a 

neighborhood falafel house? Is it based on meals or customers served? Local energy costs? 

As well, the footprint or FP rating based on 'harm' would also require extensive definition and standards. For example, how does the FP rating apply 

to energy or water conservation measures? Are they global or regional? Relative to current science or opinion? 

Clearly, with this tool and its FP rating, every quick-service burger or other conventional/industrial-food-based operation would automatically 

fail.  And they should... they epitomize our non-sustainable food system and its massively harmful global impact. To be a useful tool for the 

foodservice industry and to drive this core change, this is where the recommendation/implementation side needs to clearly identify the 

world-changing measures to be taken... and their positive impact. 

And 'positive' is important here.  I would reconsider discussing a 'harm' scale... It‟s antithetical to the context of the restaurant industry, wouldn't you 

agree? Mining companies certainly realize they're tearing up the earth, but restaurants are in the business of making people happy and well-fed.  I 

know from experience they don't care to be categorized as part of the problem, and are enthusiastic to be celebrated as part of the solution. 

Overall, I believe the foodservice industry wants to have its impact quantified and measured, and will respond to strategies and positive 

reinforcement that move the entire food supply/distribution system to a more sustainable model. 

Hope this is useful feedback..  I wish I could be more specific, but need to understand more about the assumptions and process you've based this 

on.  I guess I'm saying it's not self-evident or 'easy to follow.' 

Expert Panel Feedback - Bill Paradis 

Tab Area Comments 

Eco-Etiquette What is EE? rather than "consumers" I would use the term "owners and operators" 
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 Where Do I start? 

This is changing, as suppliers are recognizing that growing consumer awareness is helping to drive 

operators and purveyors decisions. Even large office-supply vendors have "green" and "eco-" labels and 

product lines inan attempt to lure more environmentally conscious consumers. 

 Glossary- SSD 

This statement requires more work. By using the words in defining the term, you don't achieve clarity. I 

would recommend something along the lines of "SSD is the practice of growth management that includes 

planning with more than one bottom-line.  SSD implies an awareness of the need to include in the 

planned outcome of a business decision a concern for the environment and the population as well as the 

profit margin" Or something like that. 

Energy Stoves you have to include gas usage as well 

Water Amount of water heat and volume of use often mandated by government 

Waste Amount of water again, often subject to governmental regulation 

Transportation 
Carbon use suggest the word purveyors rather than organizations 

Encourage alternative determined by type of establishment 

Design Building Design use of natural light 

Rec Energy Room Temp. 
This advice should be emphasized as pertaining to warmer environments, in winter an opposite tactic 

would pertain. 

Rec Waste Worm Bin not likely to be viable in a restaurant with any kind of volume 

 Herb Garden 

this is extremely difficult. I worked at a restaurant in Maine with a 3 acre garden and they were able to 

provide a large percentage of their produce needs in the summer, but at a far higher cost than if they were 

buying from conventional sources 
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Expert Panel Feedback - Damien Kettlewell 

 

Small business owners are going to be asking themselves how your tool will make them more money.  

 

If anything I would recommend that you provide more clarity up front as to how small businesses can save and make more money 

(e.g. specific examples). 

 

Organizations such as Green Tables have a similar mission to yourself. Downtown / westside restaurants are investing the $ to be 

certified but no pubs/bars have signed on at this point as it‟s a lot of money to businesses grossing $15,000 - $50,000 a week. 

Your comments in the recommendation page are very good. 

I found your tool useful and wish I had more time to go through each line item 

 


